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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The dimensions of the active elements in the integrated circuits scale down
constantly. At the time of writing, 45 nm and 32nm cmos technology is
considered state-of-the-art and is commercially available for many applications.
Even smaller gate lengths are being researched and developed [1]. The down-
scaling of the transistors requires interconnects with smaller dimensions. This
leads to on-chip interconnections wires with typical dimensions in the range
of about 100nm. As it will be shown, the resistivity of such wire is several
hundreds of Ohm-centimetres. This leads to two major problems.

First is the RC delay problem. The delay associated with the bus does not
change, while the transistor delay decreases. Therefore the bus delay has long
surpassed the inversion delay [2]. In case the bus connects two blocks that
are distant from each other on the chip, the RC problem is more significant,
because the length of such bus does not scale down. On the contrary, it even
tends to increase, because the die sizes also tend to increase [1]. In this case
the bus delay scales up, while the transistor delay scales down. Or, in other
words, if the on-chip dimensions scale down with a factor λ, the RC delay of
the bus scales up with a factor λ2 relative to the transistor delay. The cross-
talk between the wires of a multi-wire interconnection bus further limits the
bus delay.

The second problem is the increased power dissipation from the integrated
circuits. For example a 45 nm technology based processor with a die size of
263mm2 dissipates thermally 130W [3], which represents a power density of
49.4W/cm2. This is in the order of magnitude of the power density of a nuclear
reactor [4].

A solution of the first problem, the limitation of the on-chip data rate,
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Fig. 1.1 Cross section view of the investigated multi-wire interconnection bus.

is to shield the wires from each other, thus eliminating the cross-talk. This
solutions requires too much additional chip area, as for a interconnection bus
of N wires N − 1 shielding walls are needed. The shieldings have the same
dimensions as the wires—the minimum allowed by the technology—therefore
the total area required by the bus doubles. Furthermore the shielding only
eliminates the cross-talk, whereas the distortion due to the high bus resistivity
remains unchanged.

A more appropriate solution is the introduction of coding techniques [5].
As it will be shown, coding of the digital signal, transmitted my the bus, can
significantly reduce the power consumption of the bus and increase the channel
throughput. The price is that additional wires need to be introduced, and that
an encoder and a decoder are needed. Still the total area required by the bus
is smaller than in the case of shielded wires.

The design of the coding technique requires a good model of the wired
interconnects. The first part of this work considers the development of such a
model. The bus has a geometry as presented in Fig. 1.1. It consists of N wires
with rectangular cross-section, numbered here 1, . . . , k−1, k, k+1, . . . , N . The
wires are placed between two ground planes, which can be considered infinitely
extended. The bus is characterised with the capacitance between each wire and
the ground planes, denoted as Cg, the mutual capacitance between any two
neighbouring wires k and k− 1, and the resistivity of each wire R. Due to the
rectangular geometry of the wire the ground and the mutual capacitance can
be computed using Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [6,7]. The resistance is
computed assuming that the current in the wire is uniformly distributed across
the cross section. Using the obtained static parameters the multi-conductor
transmission line equations can be solved [8–12].

The chip-to-chip communication suffers a greater reduction of the data rate
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Fig. 1.2 Integrated antenna, using the ground supply metallisation. The antenna con-
sists of four patches. The shown RF generator is also integrated on the chip. Inductive
connections, not shown on the figure, provide the DC contact, required for ground supply.

that the on-chip problem, because the off-chip interconnects generally do not

scale down with the same rate as the on-chip components, because the printed
circuit board limitations have long been reached. The data rate of the chip-
to-chip interconnects is limited by the coupling between adjacent wires. The
coupling is greater than in the case of on-chip interconnects mostly because of
the greater length of the wires, which can easily reach a couple of centimetres.
The communication bottleneck presented by the inter-chip interconnects can
be widened using coding the very same way as with the on-chip interconnects.
This technique is not efficient enough though—it will be shown that it can
increase the data rate with a factor of about 2 only. In order to find more
effective options we consider wireless chip-to-chip communication as one of
the available options.

An efficient wireless inter-chip communication must provide high data rates
with low bit error ratio and it must utilise minimum chip area. These require-
ments are easier to meet using higher carrier frequencies. The state of the
art in cmos technology allows for high-frequency generators, amplifiers and
passive elements well into the millimetre wave range [13–19]. The unsolved
problem is the integration of the antennas utilising minimum chip area. An
interesting way to integrate the antennas is to share the chip area between
the circuit and the antenna in a way that the antenna and the circuitry will
not interfere each other. This can be obtained by cutting the circuit ground
plane into patches and using the patches as antenna electrodes [20–24]. The
ground plane must be implemented in the top metallisation layer of the in-
tegrated circuit, as shown in Fig. 1.2. In the figure the antenna consist of
four patches. There are inductive connections across the gaps, providing dc
contact between the patches, not shown in the figure.
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Fig. 1.3 A generalised multiport representing wired or wireless intra- or inter-chip com-
munication link. The ports represent either the electrodes of a single antenna or a signal-
reference wire pair. If the multiport represents wired link, the reference wires on each side
are connected. In this case M = N

A multi-conductor transmission line with N conductors exhibits N − 1
transmission line modes and one antenna mode. These modes are orthogo-
nal, therefore the antenna will not interfere with the circuitry underneath its
electrodes.

In order to maximise the antenna efficiency the substrate needs to have
high resistivity—more than 2 kΩcm. It has been shown [25] that above this
resistivity the predominant loss mechanism is the skin effect for frequencies
above 40GHz.

The described approach to monolithic integration of antennas does not al-
low for very much freedom in the antenna design because of the additional
requirement of the antenna electrode to serve as a ground plane for the in-
tegrated circuit. It will be shown later on that despite the limitations the
proposed antenna is suitable for chip-to-chip and on-chip communication.

The goal of the investigation both of the wired and wireless inter- and intra-
chip communication links it to provide multiport models, which can be used
for computation of the capacity of the respective channels. A wired link of
N +1 wires can be fully described as a 2N port. Each wire end is represented
as a port, except for the voltage reference wire. Similarly a multi input multi
output (mimo) wireless link with M antennas on one side and N antennas
on the other can be represented as M +N port, where the electrodes of each
antenna are represented by a port. The generalised multiport is presented in
Fig. 1.3.

The work is divided in four chapters. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical
tools for analysis of a multi-conductor transmission line (mtl). A solution of
the mtl matrix equations via eigenmode decomposition is presented. Here is
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also presented the basis of the conformal mapping technique, used for extrac-
tion of the mtl equation parameters from the problem geometry. Chapter 3
describes the application of the theoretical tools to the specific problem of an
on-chip digital bus. The results are verified using full-wave simulation and
spice modelling of the bus equivalent circuit. Chapter 4 describes the de-
sign considerations for monolithically integrated antennas. Several antenna
modifications are proposed. Different antenna feeding techniques are studied.
The interference between the antenna and the circuitry is investigated. Chap-
ter 5 describes the design and measurement of integrated antenna prototypes.
Chapter 6 contains the concluding remarks.

The field computations in this work are performed using exterior differen-

tial forms instead of the standard vector notation. The differential forms use
unit differentials dx, dy, and dz instead of unit vectors. The exterior product
of two unit differentials is denoted with the sign ∧: dx∧ dy The computation
is based on the anti-commutative property of the unit differentials

dx ∧ dy = − dy ∧ dx.

The vector operators rotor, divergence and gradient are equivalent to a single
differential forms operator, the exterior derivative, defined as

dU = dx ∧ ∂U
∂x

+ dy ∧ ∂U
∂y

+ dz ∧ ∂U
∂z

,

where U is the differential form.
The exterior differential forms offer certain simplification in comparison

with the vector notation. They also provide a better intuitive description
of the fields, because they inherently discriminate the flow-describing vectors
(called axial- or pseudo-vectors) from the vectors describing fields (called true-

or polar vectors). For additional information on exterior differential forms
please refer to [6, 26–30].
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL METHODS FOR THE
ANALYSIS OF A MULTI-CONDUCTOR

TRANSMISSION LINE (MTL)

This chapter discusses the theoretical tools needed for computation of the
transmission line characteristics of a multi-conductor digital bus. The geome-
try of a digital bus with typical dimensions is presented in Fig. 2.1. Due to the
small dimensions of the bus relative to the wavelength the propagation mode
is quasi-TEM. The static parameters defining the propagation mode in this
case are the ground (Cg) and the coupling (Cc) capacitance, the self and the
mutual inductance of the wires, the resistivity of the wires and the conductiv-
ity of the dielectric, in which the bus is embedded. Due to the symmetry of the
problem we can introduce electric or magnetic walls at the symmetry planes,
thus defining the even and the odd mode ground capacitance of each wire, Ce

and Co respectively. Since the wires have polygonal shape we can compute the
values of these capacitances by means of Schwarz-Christoffel mapping. The
ground and mutual capacitance values are arranged into a capacitance matrix.
The product of the capacitance matrix and the inductance matrix, which holds
the value for the self and mutual inductance of the wires, equals the inverse
of the square of the phase velocity of the propagating wave. This relation
allows the straightforward computation of the inductance matrix. The resis-
tance matrix, describing the ohmic losses in the wires, is computed under the
assumption for uniform current distribution in the wire cross section. Since
the on-chip digital buses are normally embedded in silicon dioxide, which is a
dielectric with very low losses, the conductivity of the medium is approximated
as equal zero.

7
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Fig. 2.1 A cross section of three-wire digital interconnect embedded between ground plates
with a coupling and a ground capacitance. Typical bus dimensions are given.

The resistivity, capacitance, inductance and conductance matrices are put
together in the matrix telegrapher’s equations, which describe the propagation
of the voltages and currents along a multi-conductor transmission line (mtl)
in frequency domain. These equations are solved using eigenmode decompo-
sition, since the eigenmodes are orthogonal and the matrices describing them
are diagonal. The boundary conditions for the mtl equations are defined by
the load impedance on both ends of the transmission line and by the input
signal.

The solution of the mtl equations is the voltage and current distribu-
tion along the line in frequency domain. By performing an inverse Fourier
transformation of the voltage at the end of the line we obtain the response of
the digital bus to a specific excitation signal. The obtained data is used to
compute the maximum available data rate on the bus.

2.1 Multi-Conductor Transmission Line Equations

The multi-conductor transmission line (mtl) in general consists of more than
two conductors of arbitrary cross section, as shown in Fig. 2.2 [6]. The potential
of one of the conductors is considered as a voltage reference for the others.
This conductor is the reference conductor and is denoted with the number
0. The rest of the conductors are numbered 1, 2, . . . n. The total number of
conductors, including the reference, is n + 1. The sum of the currents on all
conductors is zero for a transmission line mode. Therefore only n currents can
be chosen independently. Without loss of generality we select the independent
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Fig. 2.2 Cross section view of a general multi-conductor transmission line. The paths of
the integrals c2i are at an infinitesimal distance from the conductor surface.

currents to be the carried by the conductors 1, 2, . . . n. Therefore the voltages
and currents on the mtl are fully described by the following vectors

v(z, t) = [v1(z, t), v2(z, t), . . . vn(z, t)]
T , (2.1)

i(z, t) = [i1(z, t), i2(z, t), . . . in(z, t)]
T , (2.2)

where vk(z, t) is the voltage difference between the k-th conductor and the
reference conductor and ik(z, t) is the current on the k-th conductor.

Let all but the k-th conductor be set to zero potential. The electric field in
this case is expressed by the electric field form Ek(x, t). If we let the current on
all conductors but the k-th and the reference conductor be zero, the magnetic
field is described by the magnetic field form Hk(x, t). In the case of tem
fields these forms can be separated in transverse and longitudinal component
as follows

Ek(x, t) = vk(z, t)e(x, y), (2.3)

Hk(x, t) = ik(z, t)h(x, y), (2.4)

where e(x, y) and h(x, y) are called correspondingly electric and magnetic
structure forms. They describe the transverse distribution of the electric and
magnetic field, normalised to the voltage or correspondingly the current at a
given point along the line z and at a given time t. Since for Hk(x, t) there is
no current flowing in any conductors except for the k-th and the reference, the
magnetic field has no component, tangential to the conductor for any but the
k-th conductor. Therefore the closed integral on a path, infinitesimally close
the conductor (paths c2l on Fig. 2.2), gives a non-zero result only for the k-th
conductor: ∮

c2l

hk(x, y) = δkl. (2.5)
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Similarly since only the k-th conductor is at a non-zero potential, the path
integral between the reference and the other conductors (paths c1l on Fig. 2.2)
gives non-zero results only for the k-th conductor:

∫

c1l

ek(x, y) = −δkl. (2.6)

The total electric and magnetic field for themtl is given as a superposition
of the partial electric and magnetic fields,

E(x, t) =
n∑

k=1

Ek(x, t), H(x, t) =

n∑

k=1

Hk(x, t) (2.7)

The structure form e(x, y) represents the normalised transverse electric
field distribution of a tem mode. Therefore it satisfies the two-dimensional
Laplace equation

∂2
e(x, y)

∂x2
+

∂2
e(x, y)

∂y2
= 0 (2.8)

In differential forms notation the Ampère and Faraday equations have the
following local form

dH =
∂

∂t
D + J , (2.9)

dE = − ∂

∂t
B. (2.10)

For the source-free electrostatic case they reduce to

dH = 0, dE = 0. (2.11)

Since the structure forms e(x, y) and h(x, y) represent the normalised trans-
verse electric and magnetic fields, they also fulfil the above equations and we
can write

dh(x, y) = 0, de(x, y) = 0. (2.12)

The electrostatic approximation is valid only for the transverse field distri-
bution in a transmission line. In order to describe the wave propagation we
must consider the variation of the field in time and along the propagation
axis. Therefore the exterior derivative of the partial electric and magnetic
fields (2.3) and (2.4) are

dEk =
∂vk(z, t)

∂z
dz ∧ ek(x, y), (2.13)

dHk =
∂ik(z, t)

∂z
dz ∧ hk(x, y). (2.14)
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Inserting the constitutive relation

D = ε ⋆ E (2.15)

and the obtained equations for the partial field components (2.3), the repre-
sentation of the total filed as sum of the partial fields (2.7), and the exterior
derivative of the magnetic field (2.14) into Ampère’s law (2.9) we obtain

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂z
dz ∧ hk(x, y) = ε

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂t
⋆ ek(x, y). (2.16)

We can simplify this expression using the contraction, or angle product y de-
fined for two unit differentials dsi and dsj as

dsiy dsj = δij . (2.17)

The distributive rule for the contraction operator is given by

Ay(B ∧ C) = (AyB) ∧ C + (−1)deg(A)B ∧ (AyC). (2.18)

We contract both sides of equation (2.16) with dzy and apply the distributive
rule to the left side of he equation to obtain the following form

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂z
hk(x, y) = ε

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂t
dzy ⋆ ek(x, y). (2.19)

We can simplify further this equation by integrating both sides over any of
the closed contours c2l, encompassing the mtl conductors (see Fig. 2.2). We
obtain

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂z

∮

c2l

hk(x, y) = ε

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂t

∮

c2l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y). (2.20)

We make use of (2.6) to obtain

∂il(z, t)

∂z
= ε

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂t

∮

c2l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y). (2.21)

The integral expression on the right side of the equation requires a detailed
investigation. It can be expanded to

ε

∮

c2l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y) = ε

∮

c2l

[ekx(x, y) dy − eky(x, y) dx]. (2.22)
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The structure form e(x, y) describes electric field normalised to a certain volt-
age. Since the metric of the electric field differential form is Volts, the structure
form is dimensionless. The metric of the dielectric constant is F/m, therefore
the metric of the above expression is also F/m. According to the constitu-
tive relation (2.22) the product of the dielectric constant ε with the electric
field E gives the electric flux density D. Therefore the product of the dielec-
tric constant with the normalised electric field gives normalised electric flux
density

ε dzy ⋆ e(x, y) =
D(x, t)

v(z, t)
. (2.23)

The contraction with dz indicates only that we consider the transverse flux
density. When we integrate the normalised flux density we obtained normalised
charge, according to Gauss’ law

∮

c

D(x, t)

v(z, t)
=

q(z, t)

v(z, t)
. (2.24)

The ratio charge to voltage defines capacitance. Since we have integrated only
the transverse flux density, we obtain capacitance per unit length instead of
total capacitance. This can be seen by the metrics of the expression. We define

C′
lk = −ε

∮

c2l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y) = ε

∮

c2l

[ekx(x, y) dy − eky(x, y) dx] (2.25)

and obtain the first of the set of equations which govern the multi-conductor
digital bus.

∂il(z, t)

∂z
= −C′

lk

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂t
. (2.26)

In a similar fashion we can obtain the second set of equations. Inserting
the second constitutive relation

B = µ ⋆H, (2.27)

the expression for the partial (2.4) and total magnetic field (2.7), and the
derivative of the electric field (2.13) into Faraday’s law (2.10) we obtain

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂z
dz ∧ ek(x, y) = −µ

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂t
⋆ hk(x, y). (2.28)
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Contracting both sides with dz and integrating over any of the path integrals
c1l we obtain

n∑

k=1

∂vk(z, t)

∂z

∫

c1l

ek(x, y) = −µ

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂t

∫

c1l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y). (2.29)

We can simplify this expression using (2.6) to obtain

∂vl(z, t)

∂z
= −µ

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂t

∫

c1l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y). (2.30)

We define inductance per unit length

L′
lk = µ

∫

c1l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y) (2.31)

and obtain the second set of transmission line equations

∂vl(z, t)

∂z
= L′

lk

n∑

k=1

∂ik(z, t)

∂t
. (2.32)

We can present the two sets of equations (2.26) and (2.32) in matrix form

∂i(z, t)

∂z
= −C′ ∂v(z, t)

∂t
, (2.33)

∂v(z, t)

∂z
= −L′ ∂i(z, t)

∂t
, (2.34)

where the matricesC′ and L′ contain the capacitance and inductance elements
C′

lk and L′
lk. Inserting these two equations into each other we obtain the second

order matrix telegrapher’s equations

∂2v(z, t)

∂z2
= L′C′ ∂

2v(z, t)

∂t2
, (2.35)

∂2i(z, t)

∂z2
= C′L′ ∂

2i(z, t)

∂t2
. (2.36)

The matrices C′ and L′ are not independent. We can show this by differ-
entiating Ampère’s law (2.9) in time and inserting it into Faraday’s law (2.10).
We obtain

⋆ d ⋆ dE = −µε
∂2E
∂2t

. (2.37)
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Using the expressions for the electric field of a multi-conductor line (2.7), (2.3),
and (2.13) we obtain

n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂z2
⋆ dz ∧ ⋆ dz ∧ ek(x, y) = −µε

n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂t2
ek(x, y). (2.38)

We can simplify
⋆ dz ∧ ⋆ dz ∧ ek(x, y) = −ek(x, y), (2.39)

to obtain
n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂z2
ek(x, y) = µε

n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂t2
ek(x, y). (2.40)

We integrate over any contour c1l to obtain

n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂z2

∫

c1l

ek(x, y) = µε

n∑

k=1

∂2vk(z, t)

∂t2

∫

c1l

ek(x, y). (2.41)

Due to (2.6) this simplifies to

∂2vl(z, t)

∂z2
=

1

c2
∂2vl(z, t)

∂t2
, (2.42)

where c = 1/
√
µε is the phase velocity in the transmission line. In a similar

fashion we can derive the second order equations for the currents. We write
the equations in matrix form

∂2v(z, t)

∂z2
=

1

c2
∂2v(z, t)

∂t2
, (2.43)

∂2i(z, t)

∂z2
=

1

c2
∂2i(z, t)

∂t2
. (2.44)

Comparing these equations with the set, obtained earlier (2.35) and (2.36)
yields

L′C′ = C′L′ =
1

c2
. (2.45)

2.2 The General Solution of the Multi-Conductor Transmission
Line Equations

Let us consider the first order matrix transmission line equations (2.33) and
(2.34). They describe the wave propagation along a loss-free multi-conductor
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transmission line. The ohmic losses of the wires are represented by a resistance
per unit length matrix R′. The conduction losses in the dielectric embedding
the mtl are modelled by a conduction per unit length matrix G′. Then the
first order mtl equations obtain the form

∂i(z, t)

∂z
= −G′v(z, t)−C′ ∂v(z, t)

∂t
, (2.46)

∂v(z, t)

∂z
= −R′i(z, t)− L′ ∂i(z, t)

∂t
. (2.47)

These equations can not be decoupled in time domain, therefore we switch to
frequency domain. We introduce the admittance per unit length matrix Y′

and the impedance per unit length matrix Z′

Y′ = G′ + jωC′, Z′ = R′ + jωL′. (2.48)

Now the first order mtl equations obtain the form

dI(z)

dz
= −Y′V(z), (2.49)

dV(z)

dz
= −Z′I(z). (2.50)

We can easily decouple this two equations by differentiating them with respect
to z and inserting them into each other, thus obtaining the second order mtl
equations

dI(z)

dz
= Y′Z′I(z), (2.51)

dV(z)

dz
= Z′Y′V(z). (2.52)

The currents and the voltages summarised by the vectors I(z) andV(z) are not
independent. A current on a given wire generally induces current on the other
wires. Mathematically this is described by the fact that the matrices Y′Z′

and Z′Y′ are non-diagonal. We can not find a closed form solution for this
set of voltages and currents. Therefore we introduce modal voltages Ṽ(z) and
currents Ĩ(z). We seek vectors Ṽ(z) and Ĩ(z), whose elements are independent
from each other. Such modal voltages and currents can be computed from the
line voltages and currents via simple linear transformation

Ṽ(z) = M−1
V V(z), Ĩ(z) = M−1

I I(z), (2.53)
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where the transformation matrices MV and MI are unknown. If we insert the
above expressions into the second order frequency domain differential equa-
tions (2.51) and (2.52) we obtain the differential equations for the modal volt-
ages and currents

dĨ(z)

dz
= M−1

I Y′Z′MI Ĩ(z), (2.54)

dṼ(z)

dz
= M−1

V Z′Y′MV Ṽ(z). (2.55)

Since the modal currents are independent from each other, the expression
M−1

I Y′Z′MI should be a diagonal matrix. The matrix productY′Z′ can read-
ily be diagonalised and the resulting modes are orthogonal for non-degenerate
systems [31, 32]. The transformation matrix MI contains the eigenvectors of
the product Y′Z′. Therefore we can write

γ̃
2 = M−1

I Y′Z′MI = diag[γ̃2
1 , γ̃

2
2 , . . . γ̃

2
n]. (2.56)

We can write the first order differential equations (2.49) and (2.50) for the
modal voltages and currents

dĨ(z)

dz
= −M−1

I Y′MV Ṽ(z), (2.57)

dṼ(z)

dz
= −M−1

V Z′MI Ĩ(z). (2.58)

The voltages on a transmission line are not independent from the currents.
They are connected via the characteristic impedance. But the modal voltages
are independent from each other, therefore each modal voltage is dependent
from a single modal current. Therefore the matrices on the right-hand side in
the above expressions should be diagonal. We denote

Ỹ = M−1
I Y′MV = diag[Ỹ1, Ỹ2, . . . Ỹn], (2.59)

Z̃ = M−1
I Z′MV = diag[Z̃1, Z̃2, . . . Z̃n]. (2.60)

Computing the product ỸZ̃ we obtain

ỸZ̃ = M−1
I Y′Z′MI = γ̃, (2.61)

which is the same diagonal matrix as the one obtained in (2.56). Furthermore
we obtain

Z̃Ỹ = M−1
V Z′Y′MV . (2.62)
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The matrices Ỹ and Z̃ are both diagonal, therefore their product is commuta-
tive and the expressions M−1

I Y′Z′MI and M−1
I Z′Y′MI are equal with their

transposes. Therefore

M−1
V Z′Y′MV = MT

V Y
′Z′(M−1

V )T = M−1
I Y′Z′MI = MT

I Z
′Y′(M−1

I )T .
(2.63)

We obtain the following relation between MI and MV

M = MI = (M−1
V )T . (2.64)

Because of the interdependence between MI and MV we only need to diago-
nalise one of the products ỸZ̃ or Z̃Ỹ. We obtain the following second order
differential equations for the modal voltage and currents

d2Ĩ(z)

dz2
= γ̃

2Ĩ(z), (2.65)

d2Ṽ(z)

dz2
= γ̃

2Ṽ(z). (2.66)

The general solution of this set of equations is given by

Ĩ(z) = e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−), (2.67)

Ṽ(z) = e−γ̃zṼ(+) + eγ̃zṼ(−) (2.68)

where the propagation factor diagonal matrix is given by

e±γ̃z = diag[e±γ̃1z, e±γ̃2z, . . . e±γ̃nz ] (2.69)

and the modal amplitudes are summarised in the vectors

Ĩ(±) = [Ĩ
(±)
1 , Ĩ

(±)
2 , . . . Ĩ(±)

n ]T , (2.70)

Ṽ(±) = [Ṽ
(±)
1 , Ṽ

(±)
2 , . . . Ṽ (±)

n ]T . (2.71)

The negative sign in the second term of the solution for the modal currents
arises due to the definition of the positive current direction. From the modal
voltages and currents we can compute the conductor voltages and currents
using the linear transformations (2.53)

I(z) = M
(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)I
)

, (2.72)

V(z) = (M−1)T
(

e−γ̃zṼ(+) + eγ̃zṼ(−)I
)

. (2.73)
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We insert the expression for the conductor current (2.72) into the first order
differential equation (2.49) and obtain

V(z) = Y′Mγ̃

(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)
)

. (2.74)

The characteristic impedance matrix of a mtl is defined as the ratio between
the conductor voltages and currents. Therefore using (2.72) we compute the
characteristic impedance

Z0 = V(z)I−1(z) = Y′−1Mγ̃M−1. (2.75)

The expression for the voltage vector then becomes

V(z) = Z0Mγ̃

(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)
)

. (2.76)

The characteristic impedance Z0, the transformation matrix M, the admit-
tance per unit length Y′ and the propagation constants γ̃ in the above equa-
tion are known. What remains to be defined are the current amplitudes Ĩ(±).

2.3 Incorporating the terminal Conditions

The general solution of the mtl equations involve the modal current ampli-
tudes the waves propagating in both directions along the line. Therefore there
are a total of 2n variables to be determined. This requires 2n boundary con-
ditions. These additional constrains come from the termination impedances
at both ends of the line.

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic representation of an (n+1)-conductor trans-
mission line of length l terminated at both ends with passive elements and
voltage sources. The voltage sources at z = 0 are summarised in the vector
VS and the ones at z = l are summarised in VL

VS = [VS1, VS2, . . . VSn]
T , (2.77)

VL = [VL1, VL2, . . . VLn]
T . (2.78)

The passive loads at both sides are summarised in the matrices ZS and ZL. In
general these matrices can have non-zero off-diagonal elements, meaning that
there could be load elements connected between two non-reference conductors,
as shown in the figure. Let us consider the transmission line and the sources
and loads at z = l as an n-Port. The port voltages and currents of this n-port
are given by V(0) and I(0). We can generalise the Thévenin’s theorem for a
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z = 0 z = l

Vn(0)
Vn(l)

I1(0) I1(l)

ZS11 ZS22

ZSnn

ZS12

ZS2n

ZL11

ZL22

ZLnn

ZL12

ZL2n

VS1 VS2 VSn VL1VL2VLn

Fig. 2.3 A schematic representation of an (n+ 1)-conductor transmission line terminated
at both ends with passive loads ZSij , ZLij and voltage sources VSi, VLi.

1-port after [33] to obtain a relation between the termination voltage sources
and passives and the n-port currents and voltages

V(0) = VS − ZSI(0). (2.79)

The negative sign arises due to the definition of the positive current flow. If
we consider the transmission line and the loads and sources at z = 0 as an
n-port we can obtain similar relation for the terminations at z = l

V(l) = VL + ZLI(l). (2.80)

We evaluate the results for the conductor currents and voltages obtained
in the previous section (2.72) and (2.76) at z = 0 and z = l and insert the
results in the boundary conditions (2.79) and (2.79). We obtain

Z0M
(

Ĩ(+) + Ĩ(−)
)

= VS − ZSM
(

Ĩ(+) − Ĩ(−)
)

, (2.81)

Z0M
(

e−γ̃lĨ(+) + eγ̃lĨ(−)
)

= VL + ZLM
(

e−γ̃lĨ(+) − eγ̃lĨ(−)
)

. (2.82)

We can rewrite this system in matrix form to obtain

[
(Z0 + ZS)M (Z0 − ZS)M

(Z0 − ZL)Me−γ̃l (Z0 + ZL)Meγ̃l

] [
Ĩ(+)

Ĩ(−)

]

=

[
VS

VL

]

. (2.83)
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1 2 3

Cg1 Cg2 Cg3

Cc12 Cc23

Cc13

c21 c22

Fig. 2.4 A cross section view of a four-wire multi-conductor transmission line. The ground
and the coupling capacitances are shown.

This matrix equation describes a system of 2n equations. The system can
be solved for the modal current amplitudes Ĩ(±) by inverting numerically the
2n × 2n matrix on the left-hand side of the above equations. Then we can
compute the voltage and current at any point along z using the expressions
for the conductor voltages and currents (2.72) and (2.76).

2.4 Computing the Impedance and Admittance Per Unit Length
Matrices

Figure 2.4 shows a cross section view of a four-wire multi-conductor trans-
mission line, where the ground plane is considered the fourth conductor. The
electrostatic field of such line is described via the capacitance between each set
of two wires. We distinguish between the ground capacitance per unit length

C′
gi, which is the capacitance between a signal wire and the reference conduc-

tors, and coupling capacitance per unit length C′
cij , which is the capacitance

between two signal wires. We will use these capacitances to compute the ca-
pacitance per unit length matrix C′, the elements of which are computed with
(2.25)

C′
lk = −ε

∮

c2l

dzy ⋆ ek(x, y) = ε

∮

c2l

[ekx(x, y) dy − eky(x, y) dx]. (2.84)

The partial electric structure form ek(x, y) is defined by (2.3) as the normalised
transverse electric field in case all but the k-th conductor are set to zero po-
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tential. Let us compute C12 for the mtl from Fig. 2.4. We have

C′
12 = −ε

∮

c21

dzy ⋆ e2(x, y). (2.85)

Since all but the second conductor are set to zero potential, there is no voltage
drop between conductors 1, 3, and reference. Therefore the capacitances C′

g1

and C′
c13 are effectively open-circuited. The only capacitance crossing the

closed loop c21 remains C′
c12. Due to the definition of the loop direction, we

obtain
C′

12 = −C′
c12. (2.86)

For the computation of C′
11 we need to set all but the first conductor to zero

potential. In this case none of the capacitors, crossing the closed loop c21 are
effectively open-circuited and we obtain

C′
11 = C′

g1 + C′
c12 + C′

c13. (2.87)

We can generalise these results for an (n + 1)-conductor transmission line as
follows

C′
ij =







C′
gi +

n∑

k=1

C′
cik for i = j, C′

cii = 0

−C′
cij for i 6= j.

(2.88)

Once we have the capacitance per unit length matrix C′ we can compute
the inductance per unit length matrix L′ using the relation (2.45)

L′C′ =
1

c2
. (2.89)

Since we consider tem propagation modes the wave velocity depends only on
the material properties of the dielectric embedding the mtl

c =
c0√
εr

, (2.90)

where c0 is the free space speed of light and εr is the relative dielectric per-
mittivity of the embedding material.

We compute the resistivity per unit length matrixR′ under the assumption
of uniform current density distribution over the conductor cross section. This
assumption is justified with the small conductor transverse dimensions relative
to the length of the propagating wave. For the dimensions, given in Fig. 2.1 and
for aluminium conductors the frequency above which the skin effect becomes
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notable is about 670GHz, way above the used frequencies. Since there is no
ohmic contact between the different wires the resistance per unit length matrix
has only diagonal elements. Therefore we compute the elements of this matrix
using

R′ = diag

[
1

σA1
,

1

σA2
, . . .

1

σAn

]

, (2.91)

where Ai is the cross section area of the i-th conductor and σ is the wire con-
ductivity. Here it is assumed that the reference conductor is of zero resistance.
This assumption is justified because the resistance per unit length of the signal
wires due to their smaller dimensions is much greater than the resistance of
the reference conductor. If the resistance of the reference conductor is to be
included, then we need to use

R′ = diag

[
1

σA1
,

1

σA2
, . . .

1

σAn

]

+R′
0, (2.92)

where R′
0 is the resistance per unit length of the reference conductor.

The conductivity per unit length matrix describes the losses in the em-
bedding dielectric. Due to the small bus dimension and the low losses in the
dielectric material embedding on-chip busses (it is normally SiO2 with volume
resistivity of 3× 1015Ωcm [34]) we can neglect the dielectric losses. Therefore
we use

G′ = 0. (2.93)

If we need to compute the dielectric losses, we can use [8]

G′ =
σ

ε
C′, (2.94)

where σ is the dielectric conductivity and ε is the dielectric permittivity of the
medium.

2.5 Computing the Ground and Coupling Capacitance

Equation 2.88 uses the ground C′
g and coupling C′

c capacitance to compute
the elements of the capacitance per unit length matrix C′. We can make
use of the symmetry of the bus to compute C′

g and C′
c. Had there been

no symmetry, the field distribution and the capacitance values could only be
computed numerically.

Consider a three-wire symmetrical transmission line as the one on Fig. 2.5a.
The eqivalen circuit of the lie consists of two ground and one coupling capaci-
tances. If we impress voltage V on the first conductor and voltage −V on the
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Fig. 2.5 A symmetric three-conductor line: (a) general representation; (b) under odd mode
excitation; and (c) under even mode excitation.

second, on the symmetry plane the potential will be zero. Therefore we can
introduce a grounded electric wall at the symmetry plane This is the odd-mode
line excitation [35]. The equivalent circuit for the odd mode is as in Fig. 2.5b.
In this case the total capacitance between any of the wires and the ground
plane, which we call the odd-mode capacitance C′

o is

C′
o = C′

g + 2C′
c. (2.95)

Let the potential on both wires be the same, as in Fig. 2.5c. This excitation
is called the even mode. In this case there are no electric field components
normal to the symmetry plane and we can introduce a magnetic wall there.
Since there is no voltage drop between the two wires the coupling capacitance
C′

c is effectively open-circuited. Therefore the even mode capacitance C′
e,

which is the total capacitance between any conductor and the ground under
even mode excitation, equals the ground capacitance C′

g

C′
e = C′

g. (2.96)

Rewriting equations (2.95) and (2.96) we obtain an expression for the ground
and the coupling capacitance

C′
g = C′

e, (2.97)

C′
c =

1

2
(C′

o − C′
e). (2.98)

Since the on-chip digital bus is shielded between two ground planes (see
Fig. 2.1) the values of the coupling capacitances between non-neighbouring
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wires is zero. In this case the capacitances connected to the inner conductors
numbered 2, 3, . . . n − 1 have to be reduced additionally by a factor of 1/2
because the coupling capacitance describes the coupling to both neighbouring
conductors

C′
c = C′

c,i,i−1 + C′
c,i,i+1. (2.99)

Thus we obtain the following expression for the capacitance per unit length
matrix

C′
ij =







C′
e,i +

1
2 (C

′
o − C′

e) for i = j,

− 1
2 (C

′
o,i − C′

e,i) for (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (n− 1, n), (n, n− 1),

− 1
4 (C

′
o,i − C′

e,i) for i = j ± 1,

0 elsewhere.

(2.100)

2.6 Conformal Mapping

In order to compute the static field distribution of an irregular structure we
can map this shape into a regular one, compute the field distribution for the
regular structure and map the field back to the original. This technique is
called conformal mapping. It is based on the property of a complex function
f(z) that the real and the imaginary part of an analytic complex function
inherently fulfils the Laplace equation. The Laplace equation is derived from
the Maxwell equations for the static source-free case and in two dimensions
has the form

∂2Φ

∂x2
+

∂2Φ

∂y2
= 0, (2.101)

where Φ is the electrostatic potential. The electric field is computed form the
electrostatic potential via.

E = − dΦ. (2.102)

The complex calculus provides a way to produce functions, which are solu-
tions to the Laplace equation [36,37]. Consider a complex variable z with real
part x and imaginary part y and a function f(z) that maps z into a complex
number w with real and imaginary part u and v

z = x+ jy; w = f(z) = u(x, y) + jv(x, y). (2.103)

The derivative of the complex function is defined as the ratio between the
increment of the function for a infinitesimal deviation of the variable ∆z

df(z)

dz
= lim

∆z→0

f(z +∆z)− f(z)

∆z
. (2.104)
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We expand this expression and obtain

df(z)

dz
=

lim
∆x,∆y→0

u(x+∆x, y +∆y)− u(x, y) + jv(x+∆x, y +∆y)− jv(x, y)

∆x+ j∆y
.

(2.105)

Let z increment by first incrementing the imaginary part y and then incre-
menting the real part x. Then the derivative will have the form

df(z)

dz
= lim

∆x→0

u(x+∆x, y)− u(x, y) + jv(x +∆x, y)− jv(x, y)

∆x
. (2.106)

If we let the point z move to point z + ∆z the other way round, by first
incrementing the real part x and then the imaginary part y we obtain

df(z)

dz
= lim

∆x→0

u(x, y +∆y)− u(x, y) + jv(x, y +∆y)− jv(x, y)

j∆y
. (2.107)

The above equations reduce to

df(z)

dz
=

∂u(x, y)

∂x
+ j

∂v(x, y)

∂x
, (2.108)

df(z)

dz
=

∂v(x, y)

∂y
− j

∂u(x, y)

∂y
. (2.109)

Since the derivative is path-independent the above equations are identical and
we can write

∂u(x, y)

∂x
=

∂v(x, y)

∂y
, (2.110)

∂u(x, y)

∂y
= −∂v(x, y)

∂x
. (2.111)

We differentiate the first of the above equations with respect to x and the
second with respect to y and insert them into each other to obtain

∂2u(x, y)

∂x2
= −∂u(x, y)

∂y2
, (2.112)

∂2v(x, y)

∂x2
= −∂v(x, y)

∂y2
. (2.113)
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By comparison with (2.101) we see that the real and the imaginary part of
any analytic complex function satisfy the Laplace equation. If we consider for
example the function f(z) = z2, then both functions

u = x2 − y2 and v = 2xy (2.114)

satisfy the Laplace equation.
The transformation w = f(z) is called conformal mapping, because at

infinitesimal scale the shapes that undergo the mapping do not change [38].
We can show this by proving that the local angles remain unaltered under the
mapping. Let us consider to different infinitesimal increments

∆w1 =
df(z)

dz
∆z1 and ∆w2 =

df(z)

dz
∆z2. (2.115)

For an analytic function we can divide both equations under the assumption
that the derivative does not equal zero to obtain

∆w1/∆w2 = ∆z1/∆z2. (2.116)

This shows that the absolute value of the increments are proportional and that
the angle between the increments remains the same under the map.

2.7 Schwarz-Christoffel Mapping

A drawback of the conformal mapping technique is that we first select a map-
ping function and after that figure out the problem it is suitable for. For
example the map f(z) = z2 provides a solution for a structure, known as
the quadropule lens [39], but this can only be discovered after the functions
u = x2 + y2 and v = 2xy have been plotted.

A way to work around that difficulty is the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping
[6, 7, 38, 40]. This is a technique for finding a suitable function, which maps
the upper complex half-plane onto a given polygon with n vertices, as shown
in Fig. 2.6. We are looking for a map, which transforms segments of the real
axis x into the polygon sides. Therefore the mapping function should scale
and rotate the axis segments xixi+1 to match the polygon sides wiwi+1. An
infinitesimal increment dz belonging to the section xi−1xi should be rotated
by an angle θ, which is the angle between the polygon side wi−1wi and the real
axis u. An infinitesimal increment belonging to the next axis section xixi+1

should be rotated by an angle θ + βiπ, where βiπ is the exterior angle at the
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Fig. 2.6 Mapping the real axis of the complex plane onto a general simply-connected
polygon.

vertex wi, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Therefore the argument of f ′(z) should go a
discontinuous change at z = zi

arg

[
dw

dz

]z+

i

z−

i

= arg [f ′(z)]
z+

i

z−

i

= βiπ. (2.117)

The points zi are called prevertices.
The angles βiπ are defined as positive if we move along the polygon cir-

cumference in such a way that the polygon interior remains on the left. From
this definition it follows that

n∑

k=1

βkπ = 2π. (2.118)

This expression, combined with the argument discontinuity (2.117) suggests
that the argument of the derivative of the mapping function f ′(z) can be
expressed as a sum of the arguments of some canonical functions fk(z)

arg[f ′(z)] =

n∑

k=1

arg[fk(z)]. (2.119)

Then the expression for the mapping function derivative is

f ′(z) =

n∏

k=1

fk(z). (2.120)

A suitable canonical function fk(z) has been proposed by H. A. Schwarz and
by E. B. Christoffel

fk(z) = C(z − zk)
−βk , (2.121)
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Fig. 2.7 A Schwarz-Christoffel mapping of an rectangle.

where C is a constant. This function fulfils the argument discontinuity re-
quirement (2.117) because

arg [fk(z)]
z+

i

z−

i

= arg(z+k − zk)
−βk − arg(z−k − zk)

−βk

= −βk arg(z
+
k − zk)

−βk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+βk arg(z
−
k − zk)

−βk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=π

= βkπ. (2.122)

Inserting (2.121) into (2.120) and integrating over z we obtain the expres-
sion for the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation

w = f(z) = A+ C

∫

(z − z1)
−β1(z − z2)

−β2 . . . (z − zn)
−βn dz. (2.123)

The constant A translates and the constant C rotates and scales the image.
These constants need to be defined for the proper mapping.

Strictly speaking the canonical function fk(z) has been introduced rather
arbitrarily in (2.121). We have only shown that the function exhibits the
required argument discontinuity. An explicit mathematical proof is needed to
confirm the properties of the mapping. Such a proof is beyond the scope of
this work. It can be found in [7].

A substantial problem with the Schwarz-Christoffel map is that the posi-
tion of the prevertices zk is generally unknown. The position of the polygon
vertices wk is given, but there is no general way to compute the position of the
prevertices using the position of the vertices only. This is generally possible
for polygonal domains with up to three vertices. An important special case is
a rectangle, where certain symmetry conditions can be applied to derive the
position of the prevertices.

Consider a map, which transforms the upper half-plane onto a rectangle,
as shown in Fig. 2.7. Let the rectangle be positioned upright, centred around
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the v-axis and having its lower side lying on the u-axis. Let the prevertices
be located at z1 = −b, z2 = −a, z3 = a, and z4 = b. Using βk = 1/2 for
k = 1, 2, 3, 4 from the geometry of the rectangle we obtain the following map

f(z) = A+ C

∫
dz

√

(z + b)(z + a)(z − a)(z − b)
. (2.124)

This reduces to

f(z) = A+ C

∫
dz

√

(z2 − a2)(z2 − b2)
. (2.125)

Under this map f(0) = 0 due to geometry considerations. We introduce the
change of variables ζ = z/a and k = a/b and obtain the normalised represen-
tation

f(z) =
C

b

∫ ζ

0

dζ
√

(1− ζ2)(1− k2ζ2)
. (2.126)

We can express this integral via the inverse elliptic function [41], defined by

sn−1 =

∫ ζ

0

dζ
√

(1− ζ2)(1− k2ζ2)
. (2.127)

We obtain the mapping function

w = f(z) =
C

b
sn−1

(z

a
, k
)

. (2.128)

Under this map the vertices are

w1 = −K + jK ′, w2 = −K, w3 = K, w4 = K + jK ′, (2.129)

where K(k) and K ′(k) are the complete elliptic integral of the first and second

kind correspondingly, given by [41]

K(k) =

∫ 1

0

dξ
√

(1− ξ2)(1 − k2ξ2)
, (2.130)

jK ′(k) =

∫ k−1

1

dξ
√

(1− ξ2)(1 − k2ξ2)
. (2.131)

Using the constants A and C we can construct the map of any general rectan-
gle.
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Fig. 2.8 Mapping an arbitrary simple bounded polygon to a rectangle.

The above expressions provide the possibility to map any closed poly-
gon onto a rectangle, using a two-fold Schwarz-Christoffel map, as shown in
Fig. 2.8. First we use an inverse function to map the polygon from the w′-plane
onto the upper half-plane of z′ and then we use a straight map to obtain a
rectangular shape in the w-plane. We need to know which four points which
are to be mapped on the vertices of the rectangle. The position of the pre-
vertices in the z-plane should be −k, −1, 1, k due to (2.126). We can assign
Dirichlet and homogenous Neumann boundary conditions to the two pairs of
opposing sides of the rectangle and we can compute the capacitance per unit
length of the original polygon.

2.8 Characterising the Multi-Conductor Transmission Line as a
2n-Port

The analytical treatment of multi-conductor transmission lines allows for a
multiport representation of the digital bus. This is suitable for the general-
isation of the on-chip communication optimisation problem, as suggested in
the introductory remarks of this work. A suitable representation of an n+ 1
conductor digital bus is as a 2n port (see Fig. 2.9) via its chain matrix A

[
V(l)
I(l)

]

=

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

] [
V(0)
I(0)

]

, (2.132)

where the matrix elements Aij are n× n dimensional matrices. The positive
current direction at z = l is considered coinciding with the positive z direction,
contrary to the standard notation. Therefore the vector I(l) is considered
positive in the above expression.

In order to evaluate the matrix elements A(ij) we use the general solutions
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2n port

Fig. 2.9 A 2n port model of an n + 1 conductor transmission line. The right hand side
currents are considered positive when flowing away from the 2n-port in order to mach the
positive current direction in the expression for the MTL currents (2.72).

for the voltages and currents (2.72) and (2.76)

V(z) = Z0Mγ̃

(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)
)

, (2.133)

I(z) = M
(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)I
)

. (2.134)

We evaluate these expressions at z = 0 and z = l. We eliminate the modal
current amplitudes Ĩ(±) to obtain

A11 =
1

2
Y′−1M(eγ̃l + e−γ̃l)M−1Y′, (2.135)

A12 = −1

2
Z0[M(eγ̃l − e−γ̃l)M−1], (2.136)

A21 = −1

2
[M(eγ̃l − e−γ̃l)M−1],Y0, (2.137)

A22 =
1

2
M(eγ̃l + e−γ̃l)M−1, (2.138)

where Y0 = Z−1
0 .
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Chapter 3

MULTI-CONDUCTOR DIGITAL BUS

This chapter describes the computation of the voltages and currents on an
on-chip digital bus. We will use the modelling results to show the gain in
the channel capacity which is obtained by introduction of coding techniques.
The procedure for computing the voltages and currents is as follows. First
we compute the even and odd mode capacitance per unit length using the
conformal mapping technique. We use the results to compute the capacitance
per unit length matrix C′ according to (2.100). Using the interdependency
between the capacitance C′ and inductance L′ per unit and the phase velocity
of the propagating wave (2.45) we compute the inductance per unit length
matrix L′. We compute the resistance per unit length matrix R′ from the
geometry of the bus wires. We set the conductance per unit length matrix
G′ to zero, thus neglecting the losses in the dielectric embedding the bus.
We compute the impedance Z′ and admittance Y′ per unit length and we
diagonalise the product Z′Y′ in order to find the transformation matrix M
after (2.61). We compute the characteristic impedance matrix Z0 after (2.75)
and construct the matrix equation (2.83), which we solve for the modal current
amplitudes Ĩ(±) for any excitation vector VS . Using (2.72) and (2.76) we
compute the voltages and currents along the line. The results are verified
using full-wave simulation and spice simulation of the equivalent circuit of
the bus. We finally compute the achievable information rate gain.

3.1 Computing the Even and Odd Mode Capacitances

Consider an on-chip digital bus with geometry as given in Fig. 3.1. The bus
consists of N wires of the same cross-section, embedded between two ground

33
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Fig. 3.1 A cross-section view of a multi-conductor digital bus.

planes. Due to the large number of conductors on such a bus and the small
distance between the wires and the ground planes 1

2 (h − b) we can consider
the ground capacitance C′

g of every conductor except the outer-most ones (1
and N) to be the same. Furthermore we consider the coupling capacitances
C′

c between every two neighbouring wires i and i+ 1 to be the same.

We impress the odd excitation mode by setting the potential on the i-th
conductor to 1V and the potential on the neighbouring conductors i − 1 and
i+1 to −1V. In this case the electric field lines will be normal to the symmetry
planes in Fig. 3.1 and we can introduce electric walls there without altering
the field distribution. If we impress the even mode on the bus by setting all
the conductors but the ground planes to the same potential, the electric field
lines will be tangential to the symmetry planes and we can introduce magnetic
walls there. Therefore we can represent the bus capacitances by a single wire,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. We can make use of the vertical and horizontal mirror
symmetry of this single wire and introduce magnetic walls on the horizontal
and vertical axis of the conductor. Therefore our task reduces to computing
the static electric field distribution of the hatched L-shaped region. This can
be done by mapping the area of interest onto a rectangle. The characteristic
capacitance of the rectangle and therefore of the hatched region is the ratio of
the rectangle sides times the dielectric permitivity of the medium.

For the odd mode, i.e. with electric wall on the symmetry plane, the
Schwarz-Christoffelt transformation mapping the polygon onto the upper half-
plane of z is

z(w) = f−1(z), (3.1)
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Electric / magnetic walls for odd / even mode

f(z)

Magnetic walls due to symmetry

Fig. 3.2 Conformal mapping of a single wire onto a rectangle.

where

f(z) = C

∫ ζ

0

√

(ζ − c)
√

(1− k2ζ2)(1− ζ2)(ζ − g)
dζ, (3.2)

ζ =
z

a
. (3.3)

The constants C, k, and a as well as the position of the normalised prevertices
c and g are unknown. The can not be found analytically because there is no
closed-form solution of the integral in this mapping function.

3.2 The Schwarz-Christoffel Toolbox

We can solve numerically this Schwarz-Christoffel map, using the freely avail-
able MatLab Schwarz-Christoffel (sc) toolbox developed by Tobin Driscoll
and Lloyd Trefethen [7,42]. This toolbox provides mapping functions from the
disk, half-plane, strip, and rectangle domains to polygon interiors. It utilises
high-level functions for polygon description, map computation, and map in-
version. It provides a graphical user interface for polygon definition and map
visualisation. A summary of the most important top-level functions is given
in Table 3.1.

The procedure for computing a map using the sc toolbox is straight-
forward. First we specify the polygon be the position of its vertices v =

[a,b,c,...] given by complex numbers. Some of the vertices may lie in
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Table 3.1 Some of the top-level commands of the Schwarz-Christoffel Toolbox

Command Description
p = polygon(v,ang) Describes a polygon with vertices

described by the vector v and with angles
described by the vector ang

v = [a,b,c,...] Vertices a,b,c,... are complex numbers
ang = [m n p ...] If some of the vertices are at infinity

the polygon angles must be specified
The angles m,n,p,... are normalised to π

f = rectmap(p,[w x y z]) Maps the polygon p onto a rectangle
the integers w,x,y,z denote
the images of the rectangle vertices

f = diskmap(p) Maps the polygon p onto a disk
f = hpmap(p) Maps the polygon p onto

the upper half-plane
g = inv(f) Computes the inverse of any map f

A = f(a) Computes the image of a under the map f

b = g(B) Computes the image of B
under the inverted map g

the infinity point. Since in complex analysis infinity is a single point, regard-
less of the path by which we approach it, in this case we need to define the
polygon interior angles [m,n,p,...], normalised to π. The polygon is defined
by the command p = polygon(v,ang), where the ang option is required only
when some of the points from v are at infinity.

The desired map is computed using one of the mapping commands, given
in Table 3.1. The functions which computes the map shown in Fig. 3.2 is f

= rectmap(p,[w,x,y,z]). The variables w,x,y,z are indexes for the vertex
vector v specifying the vertices of the original polygon, which map on the
vertices of the rectangle.

Alternative method for computing the mapping function is by using the
graphical user interface shown on Fig. 3.3. It can be invoked using theMatLab

command scgui. It provides graphical input and editing of polygons, map
computation and visualisation, canonical domain selection and polygon and
map import and export to bridge with the command user interface. The
graphical user interface also computes the image of any point which has been
clicked on. This works both in the original and in the canonical domain.
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Input
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Plot

Import / Export

Domain Selection

Fig. 3.3 Graphical user interface of the Schwarz-Christoffel toolbox.

The numerical procedure followed by the toolbox consists of finding the
position of the prevertices, computing the sc map, and inverting it when
needed. The sc map will produce the correct polygon angles regardless of the
position of the prevertices due to the nature of the argument of the canonical
functions used in the map synthesis. In order to get the polygon side ratios
correctly we need to impose conditions involving the side lengths. In order to
do so we can choose the position of the prevertices zn, zn−1, and zn−2. This
numbering does not imply loss of generality, because we can always select the
prevertices numbers in a suitable manner. We impose the conditions

∣
∣
∣

∫ zj+1

zj
f ′(ζ) dζ

∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣

∫ z2
z1

f ′(ζ) dζ
∣
∣
∣

=
|wj+1 − wj |
|w2 − w1|

, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . n− 2, (3.4)
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where f ′(z) comes from the sc map (2.123). If one of the vertices wJ lies in
infinity, two of the real conditions (3.4) are meaningless and we can replace
them with the complex condition

∣
∣
∣

∫ zJ+1

zJ−1
f ′(ζ) dζ

∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣

∫ z2
z1

f ′(ζ) dζ
∣
∣
∣

=
|wJ+1 − wJ−1|

|w2 − w1|
, (3.5)

which ensures that the two components of the boundary that are incident on
wJ are positioned correctly with respect to each other.

The conditions (3.4) and (3.5) form a linear system for the prevertices
z1, z2, . . . zn−3 which is solved by an iterative numerical method. This requires
a lot of evaluations of integrals of the type

∫ b

a

n∏

k=1

(z − zk)
βk . (3.6)

A Gauss-Jakobi quadrature [43] has been selected as optimal for this integra-
tion.

A special case in the sc map is when the image of several vertices are so
close to each other that they are numerically indistinguishable. This effect is
called crowding and is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. If the polygon in the middle of the
figure is mapped onto a rectangle such that the vertices, denoted with a black
square (�), map on the rectangle vertices, the vertices, denoted with diamonds
(♦) map indistinguishably close to each other. The crowding effect causes
difficulties when evaluating the conditions (3.4). This problem can be solved
by using using the cross-ratio problem. It is based on two transformations,
which make different set of vertices crowd. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.4

f1 f2

Möbius Transf.

Fig. 3.4 Illustration of the crowding effect, when some of the vertices are numerically
indistinguishable.
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under the transformation f1 the vertices denoted with diamonds (♦) crowd,
while under the map f2 the vertices denoted with diamonds are distinguishable,
but the black square (�) vertices crowd. The maps f1 and f2 are connected
via the Möbius transformation [44]

µ(z) =
z − a

1− a∗z
. (3.7)

A function for mapping crowding polygons onto a rectangle is readily imple-
mented in the sc toolbox, f = crrect(p,[w,x,y,z]), where the function
parameters are the same as for the standard rectangular map.

The inversion of the map, i.e. computing z(w), is carried on by numerically
solving the initial-value problem

dz

dw
=

1

f ′(z)
and z(w0) = z0, (3.8)

where the point z0 is chosen not to be one of the prevertices in order to avoid
the singularity of f ′(z).

3.3 Results for the Ground and Coupling Capacitance per Unit
Length

We use the sc toolbox to compute the even and odd mode capacitances of
the bus. The sc maps for the even and odd mode of the inner conductors
are shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6. The corresponding points are marked with
corresponding letters—capital letters for the original and small letters for the
image. Figure 3.5 shows that for decreasing the wire spacing d the image of
the point F approaches the image of point E. Therefore for small values of d
the cross-ratio rectangular map crrectmap has to be used.

Figure 3.7 shows the even-mode map for an outer conductor. In this case we
have used the fact that in complex analysis infinity is a single point regardless
of the path we approach it. Therefore both infinitely extending axes, the
horizontal symmetry axis and the lower ground plane, are denoted with the
same letter A. The odd mode for outer wires is not shown.

In all of the above plots the magnetic walls are represented by dash-dotted
lines, whereas the electric walls are shown as solid lines.

The capacitance per unit length of the rectangular domain is the same as
the one of the original structure. Therefore the even and odd mode capaci-
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Fig. 3.5 A view of the even mode mapping for inner conductors.
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Fig. 3.6 A view of the odd mode mapping for inner conductors.
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Fig. 3.7 A view of the even mode mapping for outer conductors.

tances for the inner conductors are given by

C′
e = ε

ab

bc
from Fig. 3.5, (3.9)

C′
o = ε

fb

bc
from Fig. 3.6, (3.10)

where ab denotes the length of the segment ab and ε is the dielectric permit-
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Fig. 3.8 Cross section view and dimensions of an on-chip digital bus.
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Fig. 3.9 Coupling capacitance vs. conductor spacing.
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Fig. 3.10 Ground capacitance vs. conductor width.

tivity of the embedding material. In the case of on-chip busses the embedding
material is SiO2 with εr = 3.8.

We compute the corresponding coupling and ground capacitance using the
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equations (2.97) and (2.98)

C′
g = C′

e, (3.11)

C′
c =

1

2m
(C′

o − C′
e), (3.12)

where m = 1 for the outer-most wires and m = 2 for the inner wires.
Figure 3.9 plots the coupling capacitance C′

c versus the distance between
the wires d for three different values of the conductor height b, as shown on
Fig. 3.8. Figure 3.10 plots the ground capacitance C′

g versus the conductor
width a for three different values of the conductor height b. All dimensions
are normalised to the distance between the ground planes h.

The MatLab code used for the computation is presented in Appendix A.

3.4 Frequency and Time Domain Results

We compute the voltages and currents on a four-conductor digital bus, em-
bedded in SiO2. The bus wires are of rectangular cross section and embedded
between two ground planes. The bus geometry is presented in Fig. 3.8 and the
dimensions are summarised in Table 3.2. The distance between the ground
planes is h = 800nm, the wire cross section is a × b = 200 × 400nm2, the
specing between the wires is d = 100nm and the bus length is l = 1mm.

We compute the voltages and currents on the line using the matrix equation
(2.83)

[
(Z0 + ZS)M (Z0 − ZS)M

(Z0 − ZL)Me−γ̃l (Z0 + ZL)Meγ̃l

] [
Ĩ(+)

Ĩ(−)

]

=

[
VS

VL

]

, (3.13)

where the transformation matrix M is given in (2.61), the characteristic impe-
dance matrix Z0 is computed by (2.75), and the propagation matrix e±γ̃z

Table 3.2 Real Digital Bus Dimensions

Description Notation Dimension
Conductor width a 200 nm
Conductor height b 400 nm
Distance between conductors d 100 nm
Distance between ground plates h 800 nm
Line length l 1 mm
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is given by (2.69). The source impedance matrix ZS represents the output
impedance of the cmos bus drivers, which is negligibly low. Therefore we
have assumed

ZS = 0. (3.14)

The load impedance ZL represents the input impedance of the cmos stages.
Since there is no load connected between the bus wires, but only between the
wires and the ground reference (see Fig. 2.3), the load impedance matrix has
only diagonal elements

ZL = diag[Zin,1, Zin,2, . . . Zin,n], (3.15)

where Zin,i is the input impedance of the i-th cmos stage. We have considered

Zin,i = Rg + jωCgb for all i, (3.16)

where Rg = 10MΩ is the gate resistance and Cgb = 0.5 pF is the gate capaci-
tance of a mosfet transistor [45].

We choose excitation vectors

VL = [0 0 0 0]T and VS = [1 0 0 0]T . (3.17)

This means that we only excite the first conductor at the source end of the
wire, i.e. at z = 0.

We solve (3.13) for the modal current amplitudes Ĩ(±) and we compute the
voltage along the line using (2.76)

V(z) = Z0Mγ̃

(

e−γ̃z Ĩ(+) − eγ̃z Ĩ(−)
)

. (3.18)

Figure 3.11 shows a plot of the voltage on the second conductor at the load
and of the wire (z = l) versus frequency V2(l, f). The result has been veri-
fied using a full-wave simulation, performed with the Momentum solver form
Agilent Technologies Advanced Design System (ADS) software. Figure 3.12
shows the electric field distribution of the bus in the case of excitation of the
second conductor, computed with the in-house time domain simulation tool
yatpac [46].

We can use the described procedure to compute the response of the bus to
any input signal. Let us say we want to compute the response of the bus to
a sequence of digital inputs x(n, t). We perform Fourier transform to each of
the wire inputs xi(t) to obtain an input vector

X(n, f) = F {x(n, t)} . (3.19)
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Fig. 3.11 Voltage induced in conductor 2 when conductor 1 is excited against frequency.
Computation results and numerical verification.

Fig. 3.12 Electric field magnitude distribution of a four wire digital bus when the second
conductor is excited.

We use this vector as an excitation signal

VS = X(n, f). (3.20)

Then we perform an inverse Fourier transform to the wire voltages V(l, f)
to obtain the pulse shape on each wire. In order to verify this computation
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Fig. 3.13 Equivalent lumped element circuit of a digital interconnection bus, embedded
between ground planes. Source internal impedances and load impedances not shown.

a spice simulation of the equivalent circuit of the bus has been performed.
The equivalent circuit is represented in Fig. 3.13. The values of the circuit
elements are computed by multiplying the corresponding per-length value (say
the ground capacitance per unit length C′

c) with the segment length ∆z. For
greater precision the bus is modelled by several segments of total length equal
the bus length

∑
∆z = l.

We excite the first bus wire with a trapezoidal pulse. The pulse distortion
on the line is compared to the feeding pulse shape in Fig. 3.14. The spice
simulation results aro also plotted. The impulse response of a 1mm long
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Fig. 3.14 Pulse response at the load end of the line with trapezoidal input pulse.
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Fig. 3.15 Response of wires 2, 3, and 4 when wire 2 is excited with a trapezoidal pulse.

digital bus with a shorter excitation pulse was also computed. Conductor 2 was
excited with a trapezoidal signal. The pulse shape at the output of conductors
2, 3, and 4, as well as the excitation signal at the input of conductor 2, are
presented in Fig. 3.15.

3.5 The Channel Capacity

The multi-conductor bus is usually used to transfer information on the chip.
Speed and reliability of this information transfer is closely connected to the
auto interference, noise, and dissipated power. The transfer function of the
resulting communication channel is given by

y[n] = sign



H[0]x[n] +

L∑

k=1

H[k]x[n− k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

auto-interference, ν[n]

+ η[n]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

noise



 , (3.21)

where x[n] ∈ {±1}N is the input signal vector of the N -conductor bus, while
y[n] ∈ {±1}N is the corresponding binary output signal vector, and η[n] is the
receiver noise signal, all taken at the sampling time instant t = n/fc, where
fc denotes the bus clock frequency, and n ∈ N. The terms H[k] = v(l, k/fc)
denote equidistant samples of the voltage pulse shapes x(l, t), which appear
at the load end of the bus (z = l), as discussed in the previous section.
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The auto interference is spatio-temporal intersymbol interference, which
comes about because of the temporal dispersion of the impulse response, and
the cross coupling between adjacent conductors. Since its power increases
with increasing bus clock frequency, it becomes a limiting factor on the rate
with which information can reliability be transferred [47]. Auto interference
also depends on the specific signal patterns that appear at the input of the
interconnect [48]. For instance, an alternating polarity of the voltage swing
of neighbouring conductors, causes much larger auto interference, than is the
case when neighbouring conductors experience the same polarity of voltage
swing.

Noise, on the other hand, consists of interference of other circuit elements
integrated on the chip. Therefore, it is not directly influenced by the clock
frequency or the signal pattern statistics present at the interconnect. Finally,
the power dissipated by the interconnect is closely connected to the auto in-
terference, as it also critically depends on the clock frequency and the signal
pattern statistics [49]. Calling ν[n] the auto interference signal, the probability
density function (pdf) of its components can be written as

pdfνi[n](νi[n]) =
∑

j

qi,j · δ (νi[n]− µi,j) , (3.22)

where µi,j are discrete interference values, and qi,j are their respective prob-
abilities of occurrence, while δ(.) is the Dirac delta distribution. Their values
can be computed numerically from (3.21), by simulating bus traffic and ap-
plying Lloyd-Max quantization [50] on the obtained auto interference samples.
Assuming that the noise η[n] is Gaussian and white, it is now straight forward
to compute the probabilities Pr[y|x], that a symbol y is received, given that
a symbol x was transmitted. For equi-probable x, the optimum receiver de-
cides on the symbol x̂(y), for which Pr[y|x] is maximum over all possible x,
for a given received symbol y. Therefore, a symbol error occurs for uncoded
transmission with probability

sep =
∑

x

Pr[x]
∑

y : x̂(y) 6=x

Pr[y|x], (3.23)

where Pr[x] = 2−N is the a-priory probability of a symbol x. The influence
of the auto-interference on the performance of the interconnect can be nicely
shown in terms of the largest amount of additive white Gaussian noise, that
is permissible for a given sep. It can be obtained by numerically solving
(3.23) for the variance of the Gaussian noise. The result obtained is displayed
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Fig. 3.16 Maximum permissible rms noise-voltage at the receiver of a 4-conductor bus
as function of the bus clock frequency.

in Fig. 3.16, which shows as function of the clock frequency the rms-value
of the noise voltage which can be permitted to be present at the receiver-
side, such that sep = 10−12 for uncoded transmission. At low bus clock
frequencies, the auto-interference is negligible compared to the noise, such that
the allowed noise voltage at first remains almost constant as the clock frequency
is increased. However, at higher clock frequencies, the auto-interference gains
more and more importance, such that less and less noise is permissible for the
same reliability. At a certain clock frequency the auto-interference is the sole
source of transmission errors. This clock frequency is the highest possible for
uncoded transmission (at a given reliability) – the so-called bus-cutoff.

It is possible to increase the achievable rate beyond the bus-cutoff by mov-
ing from uncoded to coded transmission [51]. With coded transmission, the
bus can be driven with clock frequency well above the cutoff, since the re-
dundancy which is introduced by the encoding system can be used at the
receiver to correct transmission errors. Furthermore, the statistics of the ap-
plied signal patterns is influenced by the encoding scheme, such that, at the
same clock frequency, a properly encoded system will dissipate less power in
the bus, than would be the case for uncoded transmission [52]. This comes
about since specific spatio-temporal signal patterns, which lead to large power
dissipation can be omitted from the code book that is used for encoding. In
order to take maximum advantage of coding, the encoding has to be done both
across the multi conductors and in time [53]. For the latter, it is necessary for
the encoder to have memory, i.e. the encoded output depends not just on the
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Fig. 3.17 Achievable information rates of coded and uncoded transmission as function of
the dissipated power. The clock frequency for the coded transmission is set to 0.11/(RCs),
which is above the cutoff of the uncoded bus and proves to work well with the coded system.

present input, but also on the past outputs of the encoder. In order to limit
the complexity of the decoder, we consider only memory of one symbol, i.e.
the encoded output depends on the current input and the last encoded output.
From a stochastic point of view, such an encoded signal can be modeled by a
Markov process [54], with transition probabilities pi,j , that the i-th symbol will
appear provided that the j-th symbol appeared before. Since with N conduc-
tors there are 2N possible symbols, there are 22N such transition probabilities.
However, since

∑

i pi,j = 1, there are only (22N − 2N ) independent transition
probabilities.

In order to obtain more insight into what gains in rate or dissipated power
are possible to achieve by application of coding, we compute the maximum
mutual information of the multi-conductor bus, which can be achieved with the
described Markov source by optimizing the (22N − 2N) independent transition
probabilities. The actual optimization is carried out by application of the
generalized constrained Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [55]. Fig. 3.17 shows the
maximum mutual information obtained in this way, alongside the data rate
of the uncoded transmission – both as a function of the power, dissipated
in the bus. Since for the case of uncoded transmission, both the data rate
and the dissipated power are proportional to the bus clock frequency, the
rate-curve of the uncoded system is a straight line segment. It starts at the
origin, and terminates at a value of dissipated power, which corresponds to the
bus-cutoff frequency. On the other-hand, the curve for the maximum mutual
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information is convex from above, and never below the achieved rate of the
uncoded system. Because of this behavior, the encoded system always provides
two types of gains – a gain in rate and a gain in requiring less dissipated power.
For a specific operating point, we can observe from Fig. 3.17, that more than
twice the rate can be achieved for the same dissipated power, or, alternatively,
information can be transfered at the same rate, but dissipating 96% less power
than the uncoded system. This demonstrates the huge potential of encoded
transmission for multi-conductor on-chip interconnects.

3.6 Summary

We have described a method for computing the voltage and current distri-
bution along a multi conductor digital bus with rectangular cross-section of
the wires. The method is exact up to the numerical error introduced by the
quadrature computation of the Schwarz-Christoffel map. A strong benefit for
this method is that we only need to compute the field distribution in the gen-
eral case of even and odd mode and derive the voltage and current distribution
analytically from this data. This comes in very useful when designing suitable
codes for the optimisation of the data rate. For example in order to evaluate
the probability qi,j of each symbol µi,j in (3.22), we simulate bus traffic. This
means that we compute the values of the output vector y[n] after (3.21) until
the values for the probabilities qi,j satisfy the convergence criterion. This could
require a lot of output vector computations, especially for the case of digital
buses with 32, 64, or even higher number of conductors. The code design
techniques like the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm are also iterative and require
fast method for computing the output vector of the bus.



Chapter 4

INTEGRATED ANTENNA DESIGN

The communication rate between different chips is limited by the wired inter-
connects. As discussed in the introduction, the data rate limitation imposed
by the inter-chip digital buses is even more restrictive than the one imposed
by on-chip interconnects, because the inter-chip buses do not scale down with
the technology scaling. It is possible to introduce coding techniques for the
chip-to-chip interconnects as well, but the advantage they can provide is not
sufficient to overcome the bottleneck. Alternative communication means are
the wireless interconnects. Such wireless interconnects need to be able to
provide high data throughput. Since the inter-chip communication mostly
considers chips in the same system, the range of the wireless link needs not be
very large—several tens of centimetres of coverage suffice.

Additional advantages of the wireless interconnects include a simplified
system design, since the design of multi-chip systems with multiple parallel
digital busses can be very time consuming, and smaller printed circuits boards,
since no board area is required for the interconnects.

There are two major wireless communication techniques which can be im-
plemented for chip-to-chip communication. These are the optical links via
integrated laser diodes, and RF links via integrated antennas. The optical
links links generally provide a higher data rate, but they have several disad-
vantages. First, silicon technology does not provide the possibility for man-
ufacturing integrated laser diodes, therefore an optical chip-to-chip data link
would require multi-chip packages. Second, generally inter-chip communica-
tion needs to broadcast, otherwise application specific on-chip solution need
to be developed for every problem. Broadcasting is difficult to achieve using
optical links. RF links, on the other hand, can easily provide omnidirectional

51
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Fig. 4.1 Straight (a), zigzag (b) and meander (c) dipoles and loop antenna (d) integrated
on a silicon substrate (e) [56].

radiation pattern of the transmit an receive antennas. The antenna integration
in silicon is possible. The disadvantage of RF technology is that it provides
less bandwidth than the optical link.

The following two chapters investigate RF wireless interconnects between
cmos integrated circuits. We propose an area-effective integrated antenna
design and we show that a wireless chip-to-chip link provides sufficient channel
capacity for inter-chip communication.

4.1 State of the Art

A wireless inter-chip interconnect requires integrated transceivers and inte-
grated antennas on both transmitting and receiving integrated circuits. The
integration of millimetre wave transceivers in cmos technology belongs to the
state of the art [17,19]. 140GHz fundamental mode voltage controlled oscilla-
tors are available even in the 90 nm technology [16, 57, 58]. CMOS Low noise
amplifiers and power amplifiers are readily available up to 80GHz [13–15]. The
problem that remains to be effectively solved is the on-chip antenna integra-
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Fig. 4.2 Fractal antenna, proposed by [68].

UWB antennnas

Bowtie antennas

Digital circuitry

Fig. 4.3 Integration of bowtie and UWB antennas after [69].

tion.
Monolithic antenna integration has been discussed in literature. Integra-

tion of patch antenna arrays has been discussed in [25, 59, 60]. Kenneth O et.

al. have investigated the integration of straight, zigzag and meander dipole
antennas, as well as loop antennas, as shown in Fig. 4.1 [61–65] for the pur-
pose of on-chip clock distribution and for wireless interconnects [56, 66]. A
220GHz integrated antenna used as wireless wafer prober is presented in [67].
In an attempt to achieve a wider bandwidth, Kikkawa et. al. have integrated
Sierpinski carpet type of dipole antenna shown in Fig. 4.2 [68]. Very high band-
width antennas optimised using genetic algorithms [69] and bowtie antennas
can also be integrated as shown in Fig. 4.3.

In all of the described solutions the antennas are manufactured in the
top metallisation layer of the cmos process. A common drawback of this
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Fig. 4.4 Integrated patch antenna after [70].

method is that chip area has to be dedicated exclusively to the antenna. This
increases dramatically the cost of the solution because chip area is expensive.
For example the Sierpinsky fractal antenna solution, shown in Fig. 4.2 requires
an area of approximately 10mm2, taking into account the spacing between
the antenna and the rest of the circuit. This is about 4% of the chip area
of a state of the art processor, which is about 250mm2 [3]. Mendes et. al.

have recognised this problem and have presented an integrated patch antenna,
which uses the cmos circuitry as a ground plane, as shown in Fig. 4.4 [70].
A layer of high resistivity polycrystalline silicon (hrps) is deposited atop the
standard cmos metallisation layers which acts as a dielectric layer for the
patch antenna. A drawback of this solution is the cmos process modification
required for depositing the hrps layer, the metallisation layer in which the
actual patch is manufactured, and the contact via between the patch and the
active elements.

4.2 Area Efficient Integrated Antenna Design

An interesting way for chip area effective monolithic antenna integration is
to share chip area between the integrated antennas and the circuitry [20–24,
71, 72]. This can be obtain by using the ground supply plane of the cmos
circuit as antenna electrodes. In order to do so the ground supply must be
manufactured in the top cmos metallisation layer. We cut the ground plane
into patches and impress the excitation across the patches. Inductive blocks
ensure the dc contact between the patches. A general view of such an antenna
is presented in Fig. 4.5. In this case the ground plane has been cut into four
patches. The excitation is applied across a diagonal pair of patches. A detailed
cross section view is presented in Fig. 4.6.

The antennas are manufactured on a high resisitivity substrate in order
to increase the antenna efficiency. It has been shown [73] that if the sub-
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Interconnects,
active elements

RF Generator

Fig. 4.5 Integrated antenna, using the ground supply metallisation. The antenna con-
sists of four patches. The shown RF generator is also integrated on the chip. Inductive
connections, not shown on the figure, provide the DC contact, required for ground supply.

G G
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between
patches

Fig. 4.6 Detailed view of the cross-section of the integrated on-chip antenna, using the
ground planes as antenna electrodes. The separated areas of the ground planes have to be
connected to each other using inductive connections. The RF generator is also integrated
in the CMOS circuit. Figure is not to scale.

strate resistivity is higher than 2 kΩcm the dielectric losses can be neglected
with comparison to the skin effect losses for frequencies above 40GHz. The
substrate thickness is 675µm.
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Another very interesting option for the substrate is to manufacture the
monolithic integrated circuits using the thin-chip technology, developed by
the Institute for Microelectronics at the University of Stuttgart [74–76]. This
technology allows for substrate thickness in the range of 6 to 20µm. This also
reduces very much the antenna losses in the substrate.

If high resistivity substrate is used, a low-resistivity layer for the manu-
facture of the mosfet transistors must be created. The thickness of this
layer is 3µm. Several metallisation layers follow, embedded in SiO2, with a
total thickness of about 8µm. The top metallisation layer contains the cmos
ground plane.

The proposed integrated antenna is decoupled from the circuitry beneath
it for the following reasons. First, the antenna field spread over the whole
substrate volume, whereas the transmission line field of the interconnects is
confined in a small region underneath the antenna. Therefore only small por-
tion of the radiated power can couple to the interconnects. Second, a multi-
conductor transmission line with n conductors supports n−1 transmission line
modes, for which the sum of all currents on the line is zero, and one antenna
mode, for which the total current on the line is not equal to zero. These modes
are orthogonal. Third, we can additionally decrease the coupling by using a
carrier frequency for the wireless interconnects significantly higher than the
clock frequency of the cmos circuitry. In this case the low-frequency nature
of the mosfet transistors will additionally decrease any coupling between
the antenna and the cmos circuitry.

Let us consider the classical model of a dielectric as microscopic conducting
bodies, embedded in free space, as shown in Fig. 4.7 [39]. The density of these
conductors corresponds to the permittivity of the dielectric, according to

εr,eff =
εr0
1− η

, (4.1)

where η is the proportion of the space, occupied by the conducting bodies.
Indeed if we position a dielectric material between the plates of a capacitor, the
capacitance increases. The same happens if we place a perfect conductor with
thickness smaller than the distance between the plates, because in this cased
the electric field between the plates increases. The electric field also increases
if the perfect conductor is spread between the plates in the form of isolated
microscopic conducting particles. Since the dimensions of the interconnects
of a cmos circuit are generally smaller than the wavelength of the signal,
exciting the antenna, we can model the layer, containing the interconnects
and the active elements as a dielectric sheet. The thickness of this sheet is the
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Dielectric, εr > 1 Metal Conducting elements

Fig. 4.7 A dielectric material with εr > 1 is equivalent to an array of small conducting
elements

same as the total thickness of the cmos metallisation layers and the relative
permittivity is

εr,eff =
εr,SiO2

1− η
. (4.2)

We can consider η = 0.5.
Studies of the electromagnetic interference between integrated antennas

and the cmos circuitry have been conducted, which show the successful
reduction of the interference by the described factors. Irradiation of a dy-
namic random access memory chip with electromagnetic wave with frequency
of 24GHz and power level of 100mW show no significant increase of the bit
error rate of the device [77]. Dickson et. al. have measured the noise induced
in the integrated antennas due to the mosfet switching noise and due to
the integrated RF components [78].

4.3 Low Frequency Prototypes

The first step towards the design of integrated antennas using the cmos

ground plane patches as antenna electrode is to analyse the radiation mecha-
nism of such an antenna. Due to the first-order approximation for modelling
the interconnects, as described in the previous section, we consider only a sin-
gle metallisation layer, in which the antenna electrodes are manufactured. We
also neglect the losses in the substrate. For the sake of computational and
measurement ease we use antennas operating in lower frequency range, i.e.
several gigahertz. These simplifications allow us to use a standard single-side
copper coated high-frequency laminate for the first prototypes. We choose the
RO4350BTM substrate from Rogers Corporation with εr = 3.48 and thickness
d = 0.508mm.

We choose a four-patch antenna design, as shown in Fig. 4.8. Such patch
arrangement allows for two distinct antenna excitations. The antenna port can
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Fig. 4.8 Diagonal (a) and adjacent (b) antenna excitation.

Unbalanced
port

Balanced
port

Top metallisation

Bottom metallisation

Fig. 4.9 Planar balun.

be defined across diagonal (Fig. 4.8a) or adjacent (Fig. 4.8b) pair of patches.
Since there are four patches, two antennas c an be excited simultaneously, thus
allowing for 2 × 2 mimo communication links. Of course in both presented
excitations the coupling between the two antennas will be substantial, but
if it is known, it can be taken into consideration in the transmitter design.
Other excitation techniques are also possible, but the presented ones have small
spacing between the excitation pins and are therefore suitable for integrated
RF circuit design.

The described antenna excitations are symmetric in nature. Therefore
the antenna port is balanced. In order to be able to measure the antennas,
a balanced to unbalanced line transformer (balun) is needed. We select a
planar wide-band balun design, as shown in Fig. 4.9 [79]. The baluns are also
manufactured on the RO4350BTM substrate.

We compute the input impedance of a four-patch antenna with diagonal ex-
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Fig. 4.10 Simulation results for the input impedance of the diagonally excited patches.
The normalisation impedance is 50 Ω. The antenna dimensions are given in the upper left
corner. The excitation points are marked.

citation (Fig. 4.8a) using the time-domain solver of the CST Microwave Studio
simulation package.We compute the balun scattering matrix using the same
tool. We connect the balun to the antenna virtually using Agilent technolo-
gies’ Advanced Design System circuit simulator. The dimensions of each patch
are 20× 15mm2 and the gap width is 0.15mm. The input impedance seen at
the balun’s balanced port is presented in Fig. 4.10, normalised to 50Ω. The
simulation was performed in the frequency range from 0 to 30GHz.

In the following we analyse the antenna radiation mechanism. The plot
shows that the antenna has three resonance frequencies in the considered
range—one at 6GHz and two at about 25GHz. Let us investigate the one
at 6GHz. First we note that the free space wavelength at 6GHz is 5 cm. The
dimension of the antenna is 4 × 3 cm, so the antenna dimensions are of the
same order of magnitude as the free-space wavelength. Let us look at the
current distribution at 6GHz, shown in Fig. 4.11. The plot shows that the
antenna currents are concentrated along the slot. This means that the signal
from the generator excites a wave in the gap between the patches. This wave
propagates towards the metallisation edge, where it is partially reflected and
travels back towards the generator. Thus a standing wave pattern is formed
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Fig. 4.11 Current density distribution of a four-patch antenna with diagonal excitation at
6GHz.

along the gap, which is responsible for the radiation. Therefore the antenna
behaves as open-circuited slot antenna.

The reflection from the open-circuited slot end is imperfect, therefore the
effective slot length is a bit longer than the physical one. Furthermore the
wavelength in the slot can be given as [80]

λs =
λ0

√

εr + 1

2

, (4.3)

where εr is the substrate permittivity and λ0 is the free-space wavelength. This
equation is a first order approximation and holds only for the case of slot width
much smaller than the substrate thickness. We obtain the half-wavelength in
the slot

λs

2
= 17.6mm, (4.4)

which shows that the slots between the antenna excitation points and the
antenna edge act as λ/2 open circuit half-wave line resonators.

Resonant antennas exhibit small bandwidths. Figure 4.12 shows a compar-
ison of the simulated and measured antenna return loss vs. frequency. Both
results show a bandwidth of about 450MHz at −10dB with centre frequency
of about 5.9GHz, which corresponds to a relative bandwidth of 7.53%. The
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Fig. 4.12 Simulated and measured return loss of the diagonally excited antenna from Fig.
4.8a.

Fig. 4.13 Simulated radiation characteristics of the diagonally excited antenna from Fig.
4.8a.

bandwidth is enlarged by the fact that there are two slots with different lengths
and therefore different resonant frequencies. The combined input impedance
characteristics has a broader bandwidth.

The radiation diagram of the 4-patch antenna under diagonal excitation
is shown in Fig. 4.13. The omnidirectional nature of the pattern renders the
antenna suitable for wireless chip-to-chip interconncts.

We investigate the insertion loss of a two-antenna channel, as shown in
Fig. 4.14. The antennas are spaced closely because the chip-to-chip communi-
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cation requires only small distance between the chips. The insertion loss of the
channel is given in Fig. 4.15. It can be noticed, that the channel gain does not
show the narrow-band characteristics of the return loss. This comes about,
because the receiving antenna is in the near field of the transmitting one. The
return loss gives a measure of the frequency content of the transmitted signal.
The spectral components that are not transmitted are stored in the near field
of the antenna and after that reflected back to the feeding network. Therefore
if an antenna is present in the near filed of the transmitter, some significant
current with spectral component from the non-radiated frequency band can be
induced. This induced current also leads to a change in the input impedance
of the antenna and therefore to a shift in its resonating frequency. This effect
can be observed by comparing the minimum of the return loss from Fig. 4.12
and the channel gain maximum from Fig. 4.15. The frequency shift is well
pronounced.

We have performed the simulation and measurement of the input impedance
of antennas with adjacent excitation as shown in Fig. 4.8b. A plot of the an-
tenna return loss vs. the frequency is shown in Fig. 4.16. The antenna di-
mensions are as given in Fig. 4.14. The resonance frequency of this antenna is
about 3GHz, or twice as small as the resonance frequency of the diagonally
excited antenna. This is only natural, since for the adjacent excited antenna
the resonant slot length is twice bigger than for the diagonally excited antenna.

4.4 Estimation of the Channel Capacity

We consider once again the link, consisting of two four-patch antennas, as
shown in Fig. 4.14. We want to compute the capacity of this channel in order
to verify its suitability for chip-to-chip communication. In order to maximise
the capacity we use both excitations, as shown in Fig. 4.8 to construct a 2× 2
mimo channel. We simulate the channel characteristics in the frequency range
from 0GHz to 25GHz.

The capacity of mimo channels is computed after [81]. A 2 × 2 mimo

channel can be represented as a 4-port network, as shown in the introduction
of this work. The matrix of the channel is given by

H(f) =









v3
vQ,1/2

∣
∣
∣
∣
vQ,2=0

v3
vQ,2/2

∣
∣
∣
∣
vQ,1=0

v4
vQ,1/2

∣
∣
∣
∣
vQ,2=0

v4
vQ,2/2

∣
∣
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∣
vQ,1=0









, (4.5)
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Fig. 4.14 Dimensions of the simulated and manufactured scaled antenna prototypes. Ex-
citation points are marked.
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Fig. 4.15 Simulated and measured channel gain of the configuration, presented in Fig.
4.14.
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Fig. 4.16 Measured and simulated return loss of a four-patch antenna under adjacent
excitation, as shown in Fig. 4.8b. The antenna dimensions are as given in Fig. 4.14.
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where vQ,1 and vQ,2 are the excitation voltages at the transmitter side and v3
and v4 are the received voltages, and f denotes the frequency. Assuming the
Z matrix of the 4-port network exists, we can write the channel matrix as

H(f) =

[

A3,1(f) A3,2(f)

A4,1(f) A4,2(f)

]

, (4.6)

where A ∈ C4×4 is given by

A(f) = 2 (Z0I+ Z(f))
−1

Z(f). (4.7)

In this equation Z(f) is the channel impedance matrix, Z0 is the port char-
acteristic impedance, and I is the identity matrix. Now we can compute the
channel capacity using

C = max
Rx(f)

∫ ∞

−∞

log2
∣
∣I+N0(f)

−1H†(f)H(f)Rx(f)
∣
∣ df, (4.8)

such that ∫ ∞

−∞

tr (Rx(f)) df ≤ PT , (4.9)

where N0 is the received noise power density, Rx(f) ∈ C2×2 is the transmit
covariance matrix, PT is the total available transmit power, and the dagger
denotes hermitian transpose H†. Calling µ1(f) and µ2(f) the two eigenvalues
of H†(f)H(f), with µ1(f) ≥ µ2(f), and Φ1(f) and Φ2(f) the transmit power
densities for the first and the second data stream, respectively, the optimisation
problem (4.8) leads to the well known water-filling solution

Φi(f) = max

(

0, ζ − N0(f)

µi(f)

)

, (4.10)

for i = 1, 2, where ζ > 0 is a constant which is set such, that the transmit
power constraint is fulfilled with equality, that is:

∫ ∞

−∞

(Φ1(f) + Φ2(f)) df = PT . (4.11)

Optimising the transmit power densities Φ1(f) and Φ2(f) means that we
are utilising only the frequency range which can provide us with higher data
rates. Let us have a transmitter with a total available power of PT = −25dBm.
The channel noise is assumed white and Gaussian with power distribution
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Fig. 4.17 Spectral efficiency of the studied radio link at PT = −25 dBm total available
power, and N0 = 100 pW/GHz.
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Fig. 4.18 Channel capacity of the studied radio link for N0 = 100 pW/GHz as function of
the total available power.

N0(f) = 100pW/GHz. Then the integrant in (4.8) gives the spectral channel
efficiency as plotted in Fig. 4.17. The total channel capacity is obtained by
integrating the channel efficiency. Figure 4.18 shows the channel capacity as
a function of the transmit power.

A channel capacity of 35.9Gb/s is not sufficient for high-speed chip-to-
chip communication, but shows the potential in the realisation of wireless
interconnects. The channel capacity can be increased by using higher trans-
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Fig. 4.19 Top view of the modelled structure, used to estimate the influence of the inte-
grated circuits’ geometry on the antenna parameters. The substrate is not shown.
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Fig. 4.20 Simulation results, showing a comparison of the frequency response of the printed
dipole only and the dipole with dummy integrated circuit.

mission power, by implementing higher carrier frequencies and ditto higher
signal bandwidths.

4.5 Influence of the Interconnects Under the Patches

In the previous sections we verified the concept of integrated antennas using
the cmos ground supply metallisation plane as electrodes by assuming the
interconnects underneath the patches do not perturb the antenna field. Now
we verify this assumption via numerical modelling. We consider a printed
dipole antenna with dummy circuitry underneath it, as depicted in Fig. 4.19.
The antenna patch dimensions are 5 × 1mm2. The dummy circuit exhibits
a random distribution of metallic connection elements modelling the global
influence of the circuit on the antenna. The simulated structure consists of
two metallisation layers. The dipole antenna electrodes are located on the
top layer and the dummy circuit is on the bottom layer. There are also vias
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2mm

l = 1, 1mm

g = 50µm

Fig. 4.21 Top view and current distribution of a two patch antenna, operating at 66GHz.

between the two layers. The dummy circuit and the position of the vias have
been randomly generated. In Fig. 4.19 the bottom layer is presented in grey
colour, the vias are in black and the dipole is represented by its outline only.
The MoM-based Momentum from ADS was used to simulate the structure.
The antenna exhibits resonant frequency of about 8GHz. The antenna return
loss results presented in Fig. 4.20 show no shift in the resonance frequency
and a negligible difference in the matching. The difference arises from the
different mesh used for the numerical analysis, required for simulating the
dummy circuitry.

4.6 High Frequency Open-Circuited Slot Antenna

We have verified the basic radiation characteristics of antennas using the
cmos ground planes and we have shown that the interconnects under the
patches do not influence the antenna mode. Now we can design an antenna
suitable for on-chi integration. We consider a two-patch antenna design with
patch dimensions 2×1.1mm as shown in Fig. 4.21. The antenna is fed at on of
the slot ends. The resonance frequency of the antenna is about 66GHz. The
slot length is 1.1mm, which corresponds to 3λ/4 open-circuit transmission line
resonator. Since the reflection at the open circuited slot end is imperfect, the
effective slot length can be given as

leff = l +∆l, (4.12)

where l is the physical slot length and ∆l is the slot elongation due to the
imperfect reflection.

The input impedance of the antenna is the impedance seen at the open
circuited slot end, transformed over the slot line of length l. The transforma-
tion depends on the impedance of the slot transmission line, formed along the
gap, which, in turn, depends on the slot width g. Therefore the antenna input
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Fig. 4.22 Real part of the input impedance of the antenna from Fig. 4.21 for different slot
widths g.
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Fig. 4.23 Imaginary part of the input impedance of the antenna from Fig. 4.21 for different
slot widths g.

impedance depends on the slot width g. Figure 4.22 shows the real part of the
antenna input impedance vs. the frequency for several different gap widths.
We can see that the antenna input resistance increases with increasing the gap
width.

The imaginary part of the antenna input impedance also changes when
the gap width varies, as shown in Fig. 4.23. It is evident that the antenna
resonance frequency—for which ℑ{Zin} = 0—increases when the gap width
decreases. This comes about because the slot elongation ∆l is proportional the
slot width g. Therefore for smaller g the elongation is also smaller, rendering
the resonance frequency higher.
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Fig. 4.24 (a) Geometry of the investigated interconnect. Electric field distribution in the
slot between the patches in the absence (b) and in the presence (c) of an interconnection
bus.

4.7 Influence of the Cross-Patch Interconnects

In Section 4.5 the interconnects underneath the patches were investigated and
it was shown that they do not influence the antenna. One special class of
interconnects was not considered—the ones that cross the gap between the
patches, as shown in Fig. 4.6. We investigate this class of interconnects using
a four-wire bus, as shown in Fig. 4.24a. The wires are of 5 × 5µm2 cross
section area, which is larger than the typical cmos interconnects, but has
been selected for computational ease.

The interconnection bus, positioned across the gap, effectively short-circuits
it, and thus perturbs the antenna field. This is depicted in Fig. 4.24b which
shows the electric field distribution in the vicinity of the gap, and in Fig. 4.24c,
which shows the electric field distribution in the presence of an interconnect. It
is evident by inspection that the field behind the interconnect is much weaker
than in the case when no interconnect is present.

The field perturbation manifests itself by change of the antenna input
impedance and, as a consequence, its return loss. Figure Fig. 4.25 compares
the antenna return loss for the case of no interconnects with the return loss
for various positions of the interconnect. It can be seen that the disturbance
is significant.

Another problem that can arise when cross-patch interconnects are intro-
duced is that energy can be coupled from the antenna mode to the intercon-
nects. This is not a severe problem if high antenna mode frequency is used,
because the transfer characteristics of the mosfet devices has a low-pass
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Fig. 4.25 Return loss of a two patch antenna for various positions of the interconnects
relative to the patch edge.
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Fig. 4.26 Coupling between antenna and interconnects for different position of the inter-
connects relative to the patch edge.

nature, i.e. the transistors filter the high-frequency signal components suc-
cessfully. When antennas of lower frequencies are used, as the one shown in
Fig. 4.19, the coupled power can induce errors in the digital signal. The cou-
pling coefficient between the antenna and a single conductor of the four-wire
digital bus, shown in Fig. 4.24a is presented in Fig. 4.26. The different traces
correspond to different positions of the interconnect relative to the antenna
edge.
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line 1
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Differential buffer
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Fig. 4.27 Differential lines, connecting the digital circuits under the separate antenna
patches

4.8 Antenna Feeding Design

The influence of the interconnects on the antenna mode and the energy cou-
pling from the antenna to the interconnects impose certain restrictions on the
antenna feed design. It should be performed such that the interference between
the cross-patch bus and the antenna is minimised.

A way to minimise the distortion signal coupled to the digital bus from the
antenna is to introduce differential lines across the gap. If the distance between
the differential wires is small compared to the wavelength of the antenna mode
the interference signal on both wires will be the same and it will be cancelled
by the common mode rejection ratio of the input buffer.

A drawback of this techniques is that it requires twice the number of wires
than by the standard interconnect. This drawback can be compensated for
by joining one of the wires from each set of differential lines to a common
conductor. The resulting setup is presented in Fig. 4.27.

This solution minimises the induced spurious signal in the digital bus, but
the disturbance of the antenna mode by the interconnects is not accounted for.
Therefore it is suitable only for antenna frequencies in the order of magnitude
of the circuit clock signal, as is the case with the dipole antenna presented in
Fig. 4.19, which has a resonance frequency of about 8GHz.

For higher antenna mode frequency it is more advantageous to insert a
transformer in the antenna feeding network. The schematic of such a trans-
former is presented in Fig. 4.28a. The transformer consists of three windings,
denoted with 1, 2, and 3. An RF generator is connected to winding 1, the pri-
mary winding, and the antenna is connected to winding 3. Windings 2 and 3,
the secondary windings which have low self-inductance, constitute a two-wire
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Fig. 4.28 Principle schematic (a) and 3D model (b) of antenna feeding with transformer.

cross-patch interconnect, linking an output stage under one patch to an input
stage under the second patch. If the mutual inductance between windings 1
and 2 is the same as the mutual inductance between windings 1 and 3, i.e.
M12 = M13, the same voltage will be induced in both secondary windings,
therefore there will be no voltage drop at the input CMOS stage. An imple-
mentation of the described transformer is shown in Fig. 4.28b. The insertion
loss between the feeding and the antenna input of this transformer, as well as
the coupling to the input of the buffer are presented in Fig. 4.29. These results
have been computed with the time-domain solver of CST Microwave Office.

The described transformer has the advantage that it provides a DC contact
between the patches via the reference winding 3. This is required, because the
patches are ground planes for the cmos circuitry. It provides only a single
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Fig. 4.29 Insertion loss of the transformer and cross-talk coefficients between the antenna
mode and the digital lines.

signal wire—winding 2. Adding signal wires does not influence the transformer
performance. No additional reference wire need to be added if multi-conductor
bus is to be routed through the transformer. Therefore for embedding n signal
wires n+ 2 transformer windings are needed.

A drawback of the transformer feeding network is that the insertion loss of
the transformer is not negligible. A typical transformer insertion loss in the
millimetre wave range is 2.5 dB [18]. The chip area reserved by the transformer
can also be substantial.

4.9 Short-Circuited Slot Antennas

When the antenna mode frequency is high enough—well in the millimetre
range, the efficiency of the proposed antenna feeding solutions is reduced.
We can accommodate the interconnect in the antenna structure by providing
a shielded region, where the wires can be placed. Consider once again the
operational mode of the open-circuited slot antenna, as shown in Fig. 4.21
and Fig. 4.24b. The slot represents a 3λ/4 open-circuited transmission line
resonator. Therefore there is a position along the slot where the electric field
is essentially zero. This suggests that we can place an electric wall at this
position without perturbing the field distribution. The interconnects can be
placed behind the electric wall. Thus they are shielded from antenna signal and
they can not perturb the antenna mode. Additionally the cmos ground plane
is continuos and special care for providing dc contact between the antenna
patches is not needed.
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Fig. 4.30 Various gap configurations of a two-patch antenna. A two side open circuited slot
with port located at the edge (a) and in the middle (b) of the gap; a slot, short-circuited
at one side and open circuited at the other with port located at the edge (c) and in the
middle (d) of the gap; and a classical slot antenna, short-circuited at both sides (e). Ports
are marked.

Since the open-circuit termination of the slot line is imperfect the travelling
wave ratio on the line is greater than zero, which in turn means that the electric
field along the slot is never zero. This means that additional optimisation of
the slot antenna is required.

Based on the two-patch 66GHz antenna from Fig. 4.21 several other an-
tennas have been designed in order to investigate the radiation characteristics
for different slot configurations. An open-circuited slot, with port located at
the edge and in the middle of the gap, short-circuited slot with port located
at the end edge and in the middle of the gap, and a gap, short circuited at
both sides (a classical slot antenna), as shown in Fig. 4.30, have been inves-
tigated. The return loss of the antennas is shown in Fig. 4.31. The antennas
with an open-circuit termination show a greater bandwidth with respect to
these with short circuit termination. The antennas with port located at the
gap end show smaller bandwidth, because the port, like the short-circuit ter-
mination, has less spurious radiation than the open circuit termination. The
open-circuited slot with port located at the middle of the gap provides the
greatest bandwidth, but it does not provide a shielded area for the cross-patch
interconnects. Therefore a single-side short-circuited slot with excitation port
located in the middle of the gap is most useful for on-chip antenna integration.
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Chapter 5

INTEGRATED ANTENNA PROTOTYPING
AND MEASUREMENT

The integrated antenna concept using the cmos ground planes as radiating el-
ements, as described in the previous chapter, has been verified experimentally.
The experiment had several goals, as described below.

1. Verification of the radiation properties of an integrated slot antenna. The
measurement results for the return loss of several antenna configurations
have been compared with the simulation data.

2. Investigation of the influence of the cmos interconnects on the antenna
mode. The return loss of an interconnect-free antenna has been com-
pared with the one of an antenna manufactured atop cmos intercon-
nects.

3. Measurement of the insertion loss of a channel consisting of two inte-
grated antennas. The measurement results have been used for the com-
putation of the capacity of such channel.

5.1 Design of the Antenna Prototypes

The prototypes have been manufactured at the Fraunhofer-Institut für Inte-
grierte Schaltungen und Bauelementen (Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Systems and Device Technology) at Erlangen. We implemented a custom pro-
cess, developed for the purpose of this experiment. The substrate used was
silicon with bulk resistivity of 7 kΩcm. There were no active elements manu-
factured due to the assumption that the interconnects introduce much higher

77
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Table 5.1 Technological parameters of the process implemented for the antenna prototyp-
ing. The layers are described bottom to top.

Notation Layer Material Parameter Value
Substrate Silicon Resistivity 7 kΩcm

POLY
First Poly-Crystaline Thickness 0.5µm
metallisation Silicon Feature size 5µm

D1 Isolation Layer SiO2
Thickness 1µm
Via min. size 10µm

IM1
Second

Aluminium
Thickness 1µm

metallisation Feature size 15µm

D2 Isolation Layer SiO2
Thickness 1µm
Via min. size 20µm

IM2
Third

Aluminium
Thickness 1µm

metallisation Feature size 15µm

interference to the antenna mode than the mosfet transistors. There were
only three metallisation layers manufactured, which suffices for the correct
characterisation of the antenna mode under different conditions. The exact
parameters of the process are presented in Table 5.1.

The designed antenna electrodes were patches with dimensions of 2 ×
1.1mm2, as shown in Fig. 4.21. The patches were manufactured in layer im2.
Placed underneath the patches are the interconnects of a cmos 2-bit adder, as
shown in Fig. 5.1a [45]. Since the designed patch dimensions exceed the dimen-
sions of the adder, the interconnection structure was copied until it covered the
whole area under the antenna electrode. Thus realistic cmos interconnects
have been emulated.

The interconnects are manufactured in layers poly, im1, and im2. The
ground supply of the circuit is manufactured in layer im2, so some of the
interconnects have ohmic contact with the antenna electrode. The resulting
electrode is shown in Fig. 5.1b.

Using the described patch as a building block the open-circuited and short-
circuited slot antennas were designed (see Fig. 4.30). Figures 5.2a and 5.2b
show the layout of the open-circuited and the short-circuited slot antennas
correspondingly.

The antenna feeds are not shown in these figures. The considerations ob-
served by designing the feeding networks is presented in the following two
sections.
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(a)

Single adder
interconnects
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Fig. 5.1 (a) Interconnection structure of a CMOS 2-bit adder. The transistors gates are
manufactured in the POLY layers, the remaining interconnects are in the POLY and the
IM1 layer and the circuit ground supply is in the IM2 layer. (b) The antenna electrode.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2 Layout of the open-circuited (a) and short-circuited (b) integrated antennas.

5.2 The Measurement Equipment

In order to design properly the feeding circuitry of the proposed antennas we
need to know the technical requirements imposed by the measurement facilities
available. Therefore a short description of the test equipment is presented here.

The available equipment for integrated antenna measurement comprises of
a Summit 9000 wafer prober station from Cascade Microtech and a HP8510C
vector network analyser (vna) by Hewlett & Packard (now Agilent Technolo-
gies). The (vna) is equipped with 2-port S-parameter measurement blocks
for the frequency ranges 40MHz – 50GHz, 50 – 75GHz, and 75 – 110GHz.
These blocks are driven separately by the HP8510C control unit, therefore a
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Fig. 5.3 Measurement setup with balun connected before a balanced probe.

continuous sweep of the whole frequency range 40MHz – 110GHz is impos-
sible. We have constricted our measurement to a frequency band with centre
at the antennas’ resonant frequency of 66GHz and we have allowed a span of
12GHz, thus obtaining the range 66 – 72GHz. This range falls in the limits
of the second S-parameter measurement block, ranging 50 – 75GHz. This
block is equipped with two ports, connected via a wr-15 waveguide. In order
to connect the on-wafer antennas to the measurement ports two unbalanced
signal-ground-signal (sgs) test probes were available. The probe model is
ac75 by Cascade Microtech.

5.3 Design of the Calibration Structures

A major problem in the measurement of the proposed antennas is the fact that
they are symmetrical and therefore require a balanced input line. On the other
hand the measurement equipment described above provides only unbalanced
ports. Therefore a balanced two unbalanced transformer (balun) is needed to
connect the antenna to the measurement ports.

There are two ways to insert the baluns in the measurement setup. One
is to connect the balun before the measurement probe, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
The other is to manufacture the balun on the wafer as part of the integrated
antenna, as shown in Fig. 5.4

We need to calibrate the measurement unit in such a way that the baluns
are de-embedded. In this aspect integrating the baluns on-wafer presents sev-
eral disadvantages. First, calibration structures including baluns need to be
created on-wafer. Since the S-parameters of the baluns in the calibration struc-
tures can not be exactly the same as the baluns, connected to the antennas,
due to technological tolerances. This means that the de-embedding will intro-
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Fig. 5.4 Measurement setup with balun manufactured on the wafer as part of the integrated
antenna.

Balanced port
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Fig. 5.5 A planar wide-band balun.

duce errors. The second drawback is that the used technology does not allow
for manufacture of integrated resistors. This means that during calibration the
output port of the balun can not be connected to a standardised resistive load
and therefore the port impedance, with respect to which the S-parameters are
normalised, can not be measured. Therefore the absolute value of the antenna
input impedance can not be computed from the measurement results.

Both problems are not present when the balun is connected before the wafer
probe. This method though requires the usage of balanced (signal-signal, or
ss) or two-port (ground-signal-ground-signal-ground or gsgsg) probes, and
a standardised calibration substrate. Another possibility is to use probes with
integrated baluns, as the mmWave Differential Infinity Probe from Cascade
Microtech. Since none of these probes were available and due to limited project
funding we needed to discard this method and connect the baluns between the
probe and the antenna.

The chosen integrated baluns are coplanar-to-stripline planar wide-band
baluns, as shown in Fig. 5.5 [82]. The balun is manufactured in the top met-
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DUT or calibration
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Fig. 5.6 Illustration of a VNA calibration setup. The error boxes are two-ports accounting
for the effects of all elements and systems up to the input of the device under test (DUT),
i.e. all the connectors, the wafer probes and the baluns.

allisation layer im2. The bridges which suppress the higher-order modes on the
CPW waveguide are manufactured in the poly-crystalline silicon layer poly.

The choice of balun integration defines the calibration technique that must
be used for proper device calibration. This is the so-called Through-Reflect-
Line (trl) technique [35, 83, 84]. This method is based on the idea that the
two-port vna can be calibrated using calibration structures which are not
exactly known. The determination of the exact values of the S-parameters of
the calibration structures can be part of the calibration process if the structures
can be described by parametric expressions.

The vna measures the S-parameters of a 2-port, which can be represented
as a chain connection of three units, as shown in Fig. 5.6. These are the
Error Box 1, which accounts for the influence of all the connections between
measurement port 1 and the device under test (dut) including the wafer
probe and the balun, the dut itself, and the Error Box 2, which accounts
for all the connections between the dut and measurement port 2. The error
boxes are described by their corresponding S-parameters, SE1 and SE2. The
calibration consists of the determination of these parameters.

We can connect any suitable calibration 2-ports instead of the dut in
order to compute the error box parameters. The trl technique proposes that
the used calibration two-ports are three. First is a ”through”, which provides
a direct connection between the two error boxes, and has an S-matrix of the
form

ST =

[
0 1
1 0

]

. (5.1)

Second is the ”reflect”, which has high values for the magnitude of the re-
flection coefficients S11 and S22, and negligible magnitude of the transmission
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Fig. 5.7 Calibration structure used for measuring the coupling between two antennas with
collinear slots

coefficients S21 and S12. The ”reflect” is realised by connecting short-circuit
or open-circuit termination to the error box outputs. The S-matrix of the
”reflect” is

SR =

[
Γe−jδ 0
0 Γe−jδ

]

, (5.2)

where the exact values of the magnitude Γ and phase δ of the reflection co-
efficient are to be determined. The assumptions Γ → 1 and δ ≈ 0 for open
circuit and δ ≈ π for short circuit termination are made. The third calibration
structure is called ”line”. It is a matched delay line. The S-parameters of the
line are

SL =

[
0 e−γl

e−γl 0

]

, (5.3)

where the complex propagation coefficient γ is to be determined. Measuring
the S-parameters of the chain connection of the error boxes and these cali-
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Fig. 5.8 Calibration structure used for measuring the coupling between two antennas with
collinear slots

bration structures suffices to determine the error box S-parameters and the
unknown calibration structure parameters Γ, δ, and γ. The procedure is per-
formed automatically by the HP8510C vna.

The wafer prober does not provide the possibility to rotate wafer probes
in any direction. Since we need to measure the antenna radiation in the two
principal axes, along the slot and normal to the slot (see Fig. 5.2) we need
different feeding networks and respectively different calibration structures for
the different antenna orientations. Figure 5.7 shows the calibration structure
required when the transmission coefficient of two antennas aligned along the
slot is to be measured. The reference plane of the calibration is denoted. This
calibration was also used for measuring the coupling between the antenna and
the interconnects. If the antennas are aligned such that their slots are parallel,
the calibration structure shown in Fig. 5.8 was used. This structure exhibits
greater losses in the feeding network due to the 90◦ bend and the additional
higher-mode suspension bridges, therefore the antenna return loss was more
accurately measured using the calibration presented in Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.9 Photograph (a) and measurement results (b) for on-wafer and diced short-circuit
antenna.

5.4 Measurement Results for the Antenna Return Loss

The following sections describe the the setup and results for the experiments
described in the introduction of this Chapter.

The antenna return loss was measured by calibrating the vna for a two-
port measurement using the trl technique and the calibration structured
shown in Fig. 5.7. The return loss of both on-wafer antennas and of antennas on
a diced chip were measured. The results for the open-circuited and the short-
circuited slot antennas are presented. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show a photograph
and the return loss measurement data for an short-circuited and open-circuited
antenna respectively.

The plots show that the diced antennas have different resonant frequency
than the on-wafer antennas. This comes about because the silicon die rep-
resents a relatively high-quality dielectric resonator due to the high relative
permittivity value of the silicon. The reflection coefficient of a wave falling
normally to the silicon-free space interface is given by

|Γ| =
∣
∣
∣
∣

1−√
εr,Si

1 +
√
εr,Si

∣
∣
∣
∣
≈ 0.55, (5.4)

where εr,Si ≈ 11.8 is the relative permittivity of silicon. The dielectric res-
onator perturbs the antenna field.

Figure 5.11 provides a comparison between the measured and simulated
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Fig. 5.10 Photograph (a) and measurement results (b) for on-wafer and diced open-circuit
antenna.
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Fig. 5.11 Comparison between the measured and simulated return loss of a diced open-
circuited antenna. A difference of about 1.5GHz in the resonant frequency is observed.

return loss of a diced open-circuited slot antenna. There is a difference in the
resonant frequency of about 1.5GHz or 2.3%. The difference probably arises
due to wrong value of the dielectric permittivity of silicon at high frequency.
The relative permittivity of silicon is εr,Si = 11.8 @ DC [34], but no data is
available for the frequency dependence of this parameter.
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Fig. 5.12 Setup (a) and measurement results (b) for estimation of the antenna mode distor-
tion introduced by cross-patch interconnects for various position of the interconnects relative
to the slot length.

5.5 Measurement of the Influence of the Interconnects

As discussed in the previous section the influence of the interconnects which
cross the gap between the patches is not negligible, because they are parallel to
the antenna electric field and therefore substantially distort the antenna mode.
This has been confirmed by the experimental setup, shown in Fig. 5.12a. The
antenna return loss is severely influenced by the presence of the interconnects,
as shown in Fig. 5.12b.

On the other hand interconnects, which are placed under the shielded part
of the slot of a short-circuited slot antenna do not influence the antenna mode
at all. This can be seen in Fig. 5.13. The return loss of a short-circuited slot
antenna in the absence (Fig. 5.13b) and presence (Fig. 5.13c) of interconnects
are compared (Fig. 5.13a).

The coupling between the antenna mode and the interconnects can also
be substantial, as shown in Fig. 5.14, where the coupling to the cross-patch
interconnects has been compared to the coupling to shielded interconnects, as
shown in Fig. 5.13c.

The coupling to the interconnects can be neglected at high frequencies due
to the low-pass characteristics of the mosfets. At lower frequencies the cou-
pling can be dealt with using differential interconnection lines or transformer
in the antenna feed as shown in the previous chapter.

The problem of inducing noise in the antenna when it is used as a receiver
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Fig. 5.13 Short-circuited slot antenna return loss (a) in the presence (c) and in the absence
(b) of shielded interconnects.
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Fig. 5.14 Setup (a) and measurement results (b) for estimation of the cross-talk between
the antenna and the interconnects

due to the cmos switching has not been treated in this work, because it
requires fabrication of active elements, whose switching noise is to be mea-
sured. However this is an important step for the proper communication link
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.15 Setup for channel gain measurement of open-circuited slot antennas for different
orientations.
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Fig. 5.16 Channel gain for diced and on-wafer open-circuit antennas.

characterisation and needs to be performed in future developments.

5.6 Measurement of Channel Insertion Loss

The measurement of the gain of a channel consisting of two antennas consist
of the measurement of the S21 parameter of a two-port containing the two
antennas, as discussed in the introduction of this work. This has been per-
formed for the open-circuited slot antennas for two orientations – collinear
slots, as shown in Fig. 5.15a, and parallel slots Fig. 5.15b. When the antennas
are oriented such that their slots are collinear, they are in each other’s direc-
tion of minimum radiation. When they are oriented such that their slots are
parallel, they are in each other’s direction of maximum radiation. Figure 5.16
shows the channel gain versus the distance between the antennas. The gain is
truly greater when the antennas have their slots oriented in parallel. Similarly
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.17 Setup for channel gain measurement of open-circuited slot antennas for different
orientations.
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Fig. 5.18 Channel gain for diced and on-wafer open-circuit antennas.

the short-circuited antenna channel gain for two different antenna orientations
Fig. 5.17a and Fig. 5.17b is shown in Fig. 5.18 versus the distance between
the antennas. The measurement for both antenna types have been performed
with diced and on-wafer structures. Due to the high reflection coefficient of the
silicon-free space interface the channel gain of diced antennas is much lower.

Figure 5.19 shows a plot of the channel gain of two open-circuited anten-
nas positioned in each others radiation minimum and placed 3mm apart, as
shown in Fig. 5.15a, versus the frequency. The measurement data shows a
shift towards lower frequencies with respect to the simulation results, similar
to the shift present in the measurement of the antenna return loss, as shown in
Fig. 5.11. This shift also results from using an incorrect value for the dielectric
permittivity of silicon at higher frequencies.
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Fig. 5.19 Insertion loss of a channel of two open-circuited slot antennas oriented such that
their slots are collinear, as shown in Fig. 5.15a, positioned 3mm apart, versus frequency.

5.7 Estimation of Channel Capacity

The capacity of the described channels can be computed after [81] using the
representation of the channel as a 2-port, as described in the introduction to
this work. Using the impedance matrix representation of the 2-port we can
compute the channel transmission function as

h(f) =
Z21

√

ℜ{Z11}ℜ{Z22}
. (5.5)

The transmission function h(f) is discrete in frequency, because the available
data points for Z(f) are discrete, obtained by simulation or measurement. If
the lowest frequency point for which the channel function is computed is f0
and the points are equally spaced with bandwidth B, we can write the function
h(f) as the following series

h0 = h(f0), h1 = h(f0 +B), h2 = h(f0 + 2B), . . . hn = h(f0 + nB). (5.6)

Then the mutual information is given by

I =

n∑

k=0

B log2

(

1 +
Pk|hk|
σ2

)

, (5.7)

where Pk is the power radiated in each frequency range

f0 + kB < f < f0 + (k + 1)B
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Fig. 5.20 Channel capacity versus transmit power for different antenna orientation.

. The noise power σ2 is given by

σ2 = 4kTAB10NF/10, (5.8)

where TA is the antenna noise temperature and NF is the receiver noise figure.
We maximise the mutual information I by using such values of the transmitted
power, that the channels is most effectively used. Thus we obtain the channel
capacity.

A plot for the capacity of a chip-to-chip channel with open-circuited slot
antennas versus the transmission power is given in Fig. 5.20, where the antenna
temperature has been assumed to be TA = 300◦K and the receiver noise figure
is NF = 2dB. The distance between the antennas is 35mm. Figure 5.21 shows
the channel usage versus frequency.

The achievable channel capacity with 1 dBm transmission power is approx-
imately 106.2Gb/s. This is an overestimation of the achievable data rate,
because the transmitter is assumed to have ideal transmission power density
distribution. The data rate can be increased by using higher transmission
power or by introducing additional on-chip antennas for mimo channel reali-
sation.
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Fig. 5.21 Channel usage versus frequency for different antenna orientations.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

The problem that has been addressed in this work is the optimisation of wired
and wireless on-chip and chip-to-chip communication. We have shown that
with the down-scaling of the cmos technology the wired interconnects limit
the operational speed of the integrated circuits. Additionally the power con-
sumption of a chip is predominantly due to the losses in the interconnection
wires. Introduction of coding techniques can substantially increase the on-chip
data rate while simultaneously decreasing the consumed power.

The optimisation of the coding techniques requires an efficient and exact
electromagnetic model of the on-chip interconnects. We have provided an an-
alytical method for evaluation of the bus pulse response, based on numerical
solution of a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation for the computation of the
electrostatic parameters of the digital bus. Using this data, the bus response
to any excitation signal under any bus load is computed analytically. This
provides an efficient tool for the iterative processes used in the code optimisa-
tion.

We have also considered the problem of wireless chip-to-chip and on-chip
communication. The most demanding aspect of the construction of wireless
interconnects is the area-efficient antenna integration in cmos technology,
since the integrated radio front-ends belong to the state of the art. We have
proposed to share chip area between the antenna and the integrated circuitry.
This has been obtained by embedding the cmos ground supply plane in the
top metallisation layer, cutting this plane in patches and using the patches
as antenna electrodes. Such antenna does not interfere with the circuitry be-
neath its patches, because the transmission line modes, propagating along the
cmos interconnects, are orthogonal to the antenna mode. We have specially
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considered the interconnects which cross the gap between the antenna patches,
because they are parallel to the antenna electric field and interference between
the antenna and the transmission line modes is observed. We have proposed
several solutions for dealing with this interference depending of the antenna
operating frequency.

We have shown that the investigated antenna operates as an open-circuited
slot antenna if the excitation signal is high enough frequency. We have pro-
posed short-circuiting the slot, or, in other words, cutting the ground plane
not all the way through, in order to reserve area for the cross-patch cmos

interconnects.
Prototypes of the proposed antennas were manufactured and measured in

order to verify the assumptions that were made in the design stage. The com-
munication channels equipped with the proposed antennas were investigated
and their capacity computed. The potential of using integrated antennas for
chip-to-chip and in-chip wireless communication has been demonstrated.



Appendix A

MATLAB CODE FOR COMPUTATION OF
THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL MAPS

Computation of the Ground and Coupling Capacitances for the In-
ner and the Outer Wires

% constants

eps = 8.854e-12;

epsr = 3.8;

c = 3e8/sqrt(epsr); % phase velocity in dielectric

% constructive dimensions, normalized to height H

%a = 0.4; % conductor width

%b = 0.4; % conductor height

%d = 0.6; % distance between lines

ia = 1;

ib = 1;

id = 1;

Cc = 0; % Coupling capacitance

Cg = 0; % Ground capacitance

Cs = 0; % Ground capacitance of end lines

for a=0.1:0.05:0.5

for b=0.2:0.1:0.6
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% calculate end line half-capacitance

% it is not a function of d

p = [1+0.5i inf 0 1+a/2 1+a/2 ...

+(1-b)/2*i 1+(1-b)/2*i];

ang = [0.5 0 1 0.5 0.5 1.5];

poly = polygon(p,ang);

rect = [5 1 2 4];

fs = rectmap(poly,rect);

Ct = eval(inv(fs),p([4 1]));

Ct = Ct(2) - Ct(1);

Ct = 2*eps*epsr*imag(Ct)/real(Ct);

for d=0.1:0.025:0.5

p = [0.5i 0 (d+a)/2 (d+a)/2+(1-b)/2 ...

i d/2+(1-b)/2*i d/2+0.5i];

poly = polygon(p); % create the polygon

rect = [1 3 4 6];

% compute the odd map

fo = rectmap(poly,rect);

% compute even map

rect = [2 3 4 6];

fe = crrectmap(poly,rect);

% get the prevertices

Co = eval(inv(fo),p([1 4]));

Ce = eval(inv(fe),p([2 4]));

Co = Co(2) - Co(1);

Ce = Ce(2) - Ce(1);

%calculate capacitances

Co = abs(4*eps*epsr*imag(Co)/real(Co));

Ce = abs(4*eps*epsr*imag(Ce)/real(Ce));

% calculate mutual capacitance

Cc(ia,ib,id) = 0.25*(Co-Ce);

Cg(ia,ib,id) = Ce;

% calculate last line’s ground C

Cs(ia,ib,id) = Ce/2 + Ct;
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id=id+1;

end

id=1;

ib=ib+1;

end

ib=1;

ia=ia+1;

end

a=0.1:0.05:0.5;

b=0.2:0.1:0.6;

d=0.1:0.025:0.5;
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